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urray tate ews
No. 14

'lnsig~t'

Series Include
Four National Figures

A FAMiliAR HOLE •••• The ''Gr_. MurrlfY Pit" t.• Addition, ICMd"'td fof completion In 1970. The ..,.,_
finally retched Its dtsirtd depth. and will not get any will hou11 new fie ill tits for the art, dram~~, radio, tllnision,
deeper. From this hole will rise the 11-story Fine Arts end other campus departments.

New Station 'Lights' 32nd Production
To Operate To Begin Tomorrow.Night
As of May 1
m.

acgtnnl!l8 May 1, WKMU radio
will be broadcastir)g on campu,s
from Its own studios ln Wilson
Hall .
"Thls ls the culmination of a
plan that started four years
ago," stated Mr. T. 0, Morgan, head or the radio-TV division of speech.
When Mr. Morgan came to
Murray State University in 1965,
the "Thoroughbred flour" was in
its 16th year. '"I put the Thoroughbred out to pasture," he
said.
"1'he current 'Voice of MSU•
is soon to see the green, green,
grass also."
"At present, 30 students are
working on the 90-minute program from WNBS in Murray.
With our own station, the starr
wlll be almost doubled,'• he said.
WKMU wlll relay ln!ormatlon
from .Its own teletype in the communications foyer and data from
the satelite tracklna station In the
science dcpa.rtmenf.
"Also, we can i:Jsue area weather reports Crom the geology
department that aren't two days
old," Mr. Morgan added.
Special programs will Include
local combos, lectures and Interviews with AI Capp, Sander
Vanocur, Julian Bond, and others from thetapellbrary. The department hopes to contract with
Texaco's Symphonic Company to
broadcast two Uve concerts by
the New York Philharmonic Orchestra.

The new station wlll bo using
what fs termed block programing various types or music at
scheduled times. Beginning at
4:00 p.m. will be hard rock to
catch the students on their way
home from school. This will be
followed by news, weather, and
information bulletins.
After that, easy listening will
be broadcast until around 8:00
p.m., followed by variety entertainment with torums, interviews, or live campus dramas.
~ at 8:30 p.m. will be
varied music each night Monday
through Saturday to catch both the
jazz bug and the longhair.
.,We've been broadcasting
from the third floor of Wilson
Hall tor 20 years," Morgan said,
,.and we'll be staying here•.,

By BETTY illGGII\'S
personnel. Janet Mochel, sophAlter weeks of work by over omore voice major from Dowportrays Julia.
two hundred students, the 32nd ners Grove,
annual production or "Campus Mr. Wainwright fa played by
Lights" will be presented tomor-- Claude Coller, senior trumpet
row, Friday and saturday nights maJor from LoUraln, Ohio.
A conCllct ames between Juat 8:15 in the Auditorium.
According to Nancy Godtrey lia and Brad when he tries to
ol the publicity committee, the convince her that all the men
best seats are still available working in the company :are not
lor tomorrow night's perform- interested In her as a means
ance. Tickets are now on sale of stepping up In the business
in the lobby of the SUB. All world.
Lucie Cook, sophomore voice
seats are reserved.
"Campus Lights" Is a musical. major from Table Grove, ru.,
comedy written and produced en- and Joe Grant, senior voice
tirely by Phi Mu Alpha and Sig- major from Louisville play the
ma Alpha Iota, professional mu- supporting leads . 'They play Holly
sic fraternities. "Studenta from Swivel and Elwood T. Dobbs Jr.
The "Murray Men" will be:
all parts of the campus make up
the orchestra, singing chorus, John Chamn, Roger Garbers,
dancing chorus, and cast," tald Ooug Hom, and steve Shirk.
l>l.rector for the production a
Miss Godfrey.
"Lights'• has been compared David Shaner, senior trumpet
to a Broadway musical. It is major from Louisville, Doug
recognized as one of the best Hom fa assistant director. He
is a sophomore !rom Elizabethproductions of this type,
This year's story concerns town majolng in voice.
Brad Masters, a young business
Other directors are: Bill
executive who has just graduat- Cannon, band; Deanna Olsen, choed from college. Brad Is ,played rus; Amalia Diamond and Brad
by Louie Sartego, senior busi- Smith, choreography.
ness major from St. Louis.
He lands a job in a large company where Julia Wainwright,
daughter of the boss, W. W.
Wainwright, Is in charge of

"A moment's Insight is sometimes worth a life's experience."
The quote, by Oliver Wendell
Holmes, ls printed fn large
block letters on the wall ot the
Student Government office Is a
constant reminder to all who
enter the Insight 1969, this
semester's lecture series, is an
experience In the study of controversy.
ll\'SIGHT 1969 will present AI
Capp, Julian Bond, Dick Gregory, and Sander Vanocur for a
three-day symposium on March
31-April 2. The theme of this
year's aeries, ·which fa sponsored by the Student Government, Ia
"Rights and Responaibtlltles
of Man."
The schedule will be:
Ma~h 31 - Dick Greeory
April 1 - A1 Cap,p
April 2 - Julian Bond and Sander Vanocur
Insight has come to the MSU
campus this year for the tirst
time. The idea was fostered by
Vanderbilt Univeralt;y's Inalght
Symposium, which is now in ita
fifth year and has gained nationwide acclaim.
MSU'a program is basically
the same as Vanderbilt' s. Each
night the speaker will be Introduced by an otnclal or the state
'government or of a state unlversit;y. Followlrw the major address, a choeen pulel on stage
will present questions received
by the audience.
During the day on which the
(Jili1:lcipant Ia to speak, he wtll
tour the campus and visit classes and seminars for brief queation-an<kmswer sessions.
A magazine wtll also be printed fn conjunction with the symposium. It will be copyrighted and

Elementary Ed Majors
Will Meet Tomorrow
Elementary education majors
who plan to studentteachandtake
professional semester courses
either semester or next year
(1969-70) are requested to meet
Dr. Donald Jones, director ~
student teaching, and :Miss Rubie
Smith, chairman rl. the elementary education department, at
4:20 p.m. tomorrow in the SUB
ballroom.
This is an important meeting
and must be attended except 1n
cases rl. emergency, according
to Miss. Smith.

SUB Food Service
Will Alter Program
Beginning in March
FOOd service& in the Student
Union Cafeteria are to be altered in an effOli to meet the
needs of the patrons, according
to Mr. P.W. Ordway, Business
OCfice.
Beginning March 1, the SUB
Cafeteria will close on Saturday
and Sunday and service will be
provided Monday through Friday
only. Students holding a seven
day meal ticket at the SUB Cafeteria will be given the choice
of using the ticket at Winslow
Cafeteria on saturday and Suoday or exchanging it :for a five
day meal ticket which may be
used only at the Student Union
Cafeteria and receiving a refund
for the difference. Those students who desire to exchange
their
seven day meal ticket PREPARI NG FOR CAMPUS LIGHTS ••• Lucie CooltendJoe G,.,t - lhown
Cor a five day meal ticket will , ...rtlnt for a tinging part in this year's Clmpus Lights production. Campue
do so in the Cashier's OOlce Llehts ' 69 will a,. pre.nttd in the Auditorium T hursdey, Friday, end Saturdey
(Continued o n P• 21

nightllt 8.

contain articles written by students about the speaker s. Themagatlne will serve as the formal
program Cor the symposium
and will be given to all who buy
tickets for any of the nights.
Information bulletins will be
circulated this woek to student.,
They relate the purpose ol 1he
symposium and give a brief
questloi'I-6Ild4nswer session.
The Executive Committee of Insight is chaired by Treva Everley, and its members are JAmlei Kreutzer, Steve Jackson,
Spencer Solomon, Robert Shook,
Dr. Kenneth Harrell, Dr. CJ.l.fford
Eubanks, and Mr. Tom Morgan.
All programs are to be held at
8:00 p.m. in the auditorium unless advance ticket sales indi·
ca.te that the fieldhouse will be
necessary. Tickets for the entire
program are $2.50 for students
and $3.50 for non-studenta. Tickets for any single night may be
pur chased for $1.00 for students and $2.00 for non-etudents.
Dick Gregory's leeture will be
open only to students and faculty.

McGaughey
Appointed
News Adviser
Robert H. McOausbey baa been
a.PPOlnted advisor of The Murray State News by .President
llarry M. Spuics for the s~
semester.
The appoinbnent of Mr. McGaughey, a 1965 MSU graduate,
was approved by the Board ol
Regents at the January mee~
The first graduate student in
journalism at MlU'raY State, be
wlll receive the MA degree in
June .
Since February of last year,
Mr: McGaughey has served as
a graduate assistant in the MSU
Office of Public Information.
A native of Hopkinsville, the
new advisor had thia to say about
his appointment, 41I'm looking
forward to work;lng with the News
staff thta semester. As evidenc·
ed by the high ratings received annually from the Columbia
Scholastic Press, the News Is
an outstanding college newspaper, both in appearance and content. I hope that the paper will
continue to be one of the top college papers in the country."
A first lieutenant in the US
Army and a former ROTC graduate or Murray, McGaugheywas
awarded the alr Medal for completing 50 combat missions during his tour of dut;y in VIetnam.
A former sports editor, advertising manager and business
manager of the News, noted that
"while excellence fs always
sought, the staff ot a college
newsl.)llper is composed of students, not professionals and will
make errors.
"T h e college newspaper
serves as a laboratory for journalism students and is comparable to labs in biology, chemistry,
as a laboratory :for journalism
students and is comparable
to labs in biology, chemistry,
and other physical sciences. The
major ditrerence Is that the~
duct ol the journalism lab, the
printed paper, ls distributed not
only on the campus but throughout the state. Therefore, a minute error in the joumallsm lab
Is subject to criticism more ao
than errors made in the other
labs."
Selected as the outstanding
journallsm student during his
(Continued o n Page
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Dancers Will Present Agency Needs
Tour Escorts
Folk Mass at UCM
Six Modern Dance Club mem- "Come My Brothers", composbers will perform a Colk mass ed and s ung by Ray Repp, the
during vespers at the United dancers will continue wt1h kyrle,
Campus Ministry Sunday at 7 gloria and pagnus Del.
Ending the folk mass will be
p.m. according to Mrs. Jane
the Lord's Prayer. Scripture
Hiers, club adviser.
Dancers are: Carroll McClel- readings are to be interspersed
lan and Peggy Carter, Louisville; throughout the program.
Other activities or the club
Sherrl Lochridge, Madisonville;
Margot Ellis, Cadiz; Andi Hay- include babysitting to raise monden, Paducah; and Sandy Nel- ey Cor 1he trip to illinois State
University in Bloomington for
son, Falconer, N.Y.
Beginning with the proces- a three-day workshop taught by
sional done to a recording or Mr. Glen Tetley and his company of dancers March 24-26.
Anyone interested in hiring
one of the girls to babysit should
call Mrs. Hiers at 762-3808.
On March 7, the club will go
to Eastern Kentucky University
to see a concert by Mr. Lucus
The Heart Fund Drive will be Hoving, proCessional dancer trom
held Sunday from 2 until 5 p.m. New York. The MSU coeds will
throughout the clty ol Murray• participate ln a master class
Members of the Inter-fratern- taught by Mr. Hoving Marrh 8.
ity Council and the Panhellenlc
Mrs. Hiers is teaching dance
Council are in charge of the to a class of girls aged 9-11
drive.
twice a week at the UCM
Panbellenlc chairman, Ros&o Building. These girls will be
mary Goad, said that members used in a demonstration to be
from each sorority and frater- presented to the Modern Dance
niey on campus bave participat- Club on how to teach dance to
ed in the drive for the past three children.
years.
Anyone wishing to join the
It is the annual philanthropic club must do so by the end of
project Cor both campus organ- F ebruary when membership will
izations.
be closed. Tryouts will be held
again next September.

Greeks to Sponsor
Heart Fund Drive

For Summer

Far Lands Travel Agency,
Maytleld, has orrered Its se rvices free of charge to MSU students and faculty members in
making airline reservations and
other
travel arrangements .
These arrangements include hotel r eservations, ship trips, car
rentals, travel insurance, travel
cheques, and various package
deals.
The agency is looking Cor tour
escorts who are able to sell
at least 15 student tour ~kag LOOK FAMILIAR? • •• Like Homecomlftl. ,..titration WMk i s - of the~
es and receive free foreign trips events here. Dislppolntment lnCI e~euperltlon .,, but two of the many ftrled
themselves for their services. emotions IHil in the Heelth Bldg. durint registration.
Miss Brenda Hobbs, manager,
says that travel bookings are
heavy and tt would be wise for
students to make their reservations now ror spring vacation
travel plans. Sbe said that two
and three week European tours,
lnclud!Jw round trip air fare from
New York, are available for as
low as $300.
Mr. Farland Robbins, owner of
the agency, will discuss foreign
travel plans by aA>Olntment on
Saturdays and evenings to interested persons. Reemphasizes
that plans ought be made as
soon as possible for summer
105 N. 6TH ST.
travel.

COLLEGE CAROUSEL BOOK STORE

50% OFF
on all

ARTEXT and CASUAL SPORTSWEAR

•

SUB Food Services •••
(Continued From Page 1)

on the second floor of the Administration Bldg.
The a' la carte line ln the
SUB Cafeteria will be converted luto a snack line beginning
Monday. The snack 1ine wIll be
open from 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday through Friday for serving hamburgers, hot dogs and
other sandwiches, milk. cortee,
fruit drinks, etc., which is the
usual snack bar menu. The regular SUB Cafeteria dining area
will provide seating Cor this service.
The meal ticket line will be
open Mondaythrough Fr iday. SU..
dents ma.v now purchase a Cull
menu meal at the follow lng pri,.
ces: Breakfast, 60 cents, Lunch
80 cents, and Dinner, 90 cents.
Beginning February 27, a
meal ticket for five days will be
made available tor purchase at
$1 0.75. March 3 is the first clay
this ticket may be used. The
ticket may be purchased for
either cafeteria and must be
used . in the one selected. The
ticket will be valid for breakfast. lunch and dinner Monday
through Friday and must be used
during the week for which it is
purchased.

T ickets may be obtained in
the Cashier's OCfice of the Ad-

ministration Bldg. No refunds
will be made after the purchase
of the ticket and no duplicates
will be issued in case the ticket
should be lost.
No changes are anticipated in
the schedule or operation ofW inslow Cafeteria, Hart Hall Snack
Bar, or the Thoroughbred Room.

McGaughey •••
(Continued From Pege11

senior year at Murray State, Mr.
McGaughey went on to say t.hat a
major purpose of the News was
to keep the students, faculty
and staff members informed or
the activities concerning the tm1versley. He stated tbatthls could
only be done with the cooperation
of all the departments and or·
ganizations on campus.
"1 have found that campus or·
ganlzations were more than
willing to help when I worked
in the Public Intormatloo Offlee. I hope that this attitude
will extend toward the start of
the newspaper:•

BEST PIZZA IN KENTUCKY

A good cry
cleanses the soul
Alter all ts shed and
done your soul may be
saved . but your contacts
need help. They need Len·
s1ne Lensme Is the one con·
tact lens solut,on lor complete contact care . . . preparrng,
cleansing, and soaking
There was a t1me when you
needed two or more different lens
solutions to properly prepare and
mamtain your contacts No more.
Lenslne. from The Murine Com·
pany, makes caring 'or contact
lenses as convement as weanng
them
Just a drop or two of lensine
coats and lubncates your lens.
This allows the lens to float more
freely in the eye. reducing tea~ful
1rritation. Why? Because Lensme

1s a compatible. "1sotontc.. solu·
t1on. very much hl<e your eye's nat·
ural fluids.
Clean1ng your contacts with
Lensina retards the bulld·UP of
foreign depos•ts on the lenses
And soaking your contacts in Lensine between weanng periods as·
sures you of proper lens hygiene.
You get a free soaking·storage
case with individual lens compart·
ments on the bottom of every bot·
tie of Lensine.
It has been demonstrated the
1mproper storage between wear·

ings perm1ts the
growth of bactcnn on
the lenses This IS a
sure cause or eye Irritation and in some
cases can endanger
your v1sion Bacteria cannot grow in Lensine because irs sterile. sell-san1tlz·
1ng. and antiseptic
Lens1ne . • . the sou/uliOn for
complete contact lens care Made
by tho .Murme Company. Inc

not your
contacts
WE DELIVER 753-1113
•
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Skydiving Club Sees
Film; Hears Speaker
At Regular Meeting

Evening Classes Increase
By 11 From Year Ago
Murray State will offer 53
evening and Saturday classes ck.arlng the sp~ semester, upfrom
42 a year ago, according to Dr.
WUUam G. Nash, vice president
for academic affairs.
Courses are planned in the
fields of agriculture, art, business,
education, F r e n c h,
history, industrial education,
physical education, psychology,
Spanish and speech.

The greatest selections are
ln the areas d business, education and psychology.
Most of the classes wtl1 meet
for three hours, beginning at 6
p.m., on Monday or Thursday
evenings. Some others, however,
meet on Tuesday or Wednesday
evenings or Saturday mornings.

Iowa Exhibit
Now Showing

Four art classes will meet
twice a week, Monday and Wednesday evenings.
More than halt the classes
are open to gradua~ students
only and all but two may be
counted for graduate credit. Information
about classes is
available at the registrar's office at Murray State.

A collection of 27 prints from
ihe Iowa Print Group of the University of Iowa printmaking
studio wtll be on exhibit through
Saturday.
. The traveUng exhibition, wh1ch
consists of work done by graduate students , is on display in tho
Mary Ed Mecoy Hall Gallery of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts building at the university.
All prints in the show except
Professor Mauricio Lasansky's
work were made by persons who
have studied or are currently
studying printmaking at the University or Iowa, and many are
for sale. One of the contributors,
Richard Gibbs, is a 1964 graduate of .Murray State, and is completing work on the M.F.A. d~
gree at Iowa.

Jim West, afthe Greene County Sport Parachute Club, was
scheduled to speak and s~ a
skydiving rilm to the Ml.ll'TaY
Sport Parachute Club at an open
house meeting last night in the
Baptist student .Centdk-.
Mr. West was asked to speak
to the Murray club about forming a competition team to compete with other college clubs ln
a Mid-Easter n Collegiate league. other clubs in this division
are Annapolis, West Point, and
Southern Illinois University.
An inter-squad meet is atreaey being discussed by, the
club officers and will probably
be conducted in the spring. ·
Mike Broster, president oC the
club, atlastWednesday'smeetlng
stated that the club members
were showing a strong response
and as soon asthewcat.herwarmed up he expected an even better
showing.

A few evening classes are scheduled !or 6:30 p.m. while morniJw
classes start at 9 a.m.

New 10 Cards Available
At Cashier's Office

~ead Lecture, Workshop
Set for Friday, Saturday

Anyone who has not received
"How Man Has Seen Himself
his new ID card are asked to
come by the cashiers office, se- Through Art" is the theme or
cond floor, Administration Bldg., the Robert Head lecture and workaccording to Mr. P•.-w. Ordway, shop Friday and Saturday.·
Mr. Head is an arl professor
business manager. '
at Murray state.
The now ID's have the stud~nsored by the Kentucky Arts
ent•s social security numoor Commission, the lecture begin~
printed on them replacing the at 8 p.m. Feb. 21. 'fhe workshop
previous student rumber. Many with the Art Guild in Russelstudents from last semester have ville, Kentucky, follows on Feb,
not picked up their ID'a.
22.

Bill Roode, art instructor and
gallery director at Murray State,
said the University of Iowa has
one of the outstanding printmak·
ing programs in the country and
that several people whose work
is represented in the show are
widely known artists.

..

Techniques involve the use of
different cutting tools to make the
designs on the plates. Acid ts also
used to make the impressions
for etchings. When mixed techniques are used on a single plate,
the print is called an intaglio,
which means "1be incised line."
Gallery hours are 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. Monday through Friday,
9 a.m. to noon on Saturdays, and
2 to 5 p.m. on Sundays.

OROP·ADD'S A DRAG • .• A smell portion of the lint -iting to drop-add
cou,.,. is shown in the Administration Bldo. Trying to get situlted fOJ the,_
semester, students often have to weather this line waiting to get Into ·the
Registrar '• off lee.

TUEBS BODY SHOP
1301 CHESTNUT

24-Boar Wrecker Service
Day Pho.,. ••• 75~134

Night Phones .,•. 753-3303 and 753-6177

REGISTER EACH TIME YOU PLAY

J

Mr. Powers referred to the
tlme when the Industrial Revolution began and some people called the Luddltes began destroyIng machinery. Theythoughttheir
llls were caused by machines.
Living conditions today are better than betore machines, said
Mr. Powers. People who complain about machines are like
someone who runs into a door
and then ldcks lt. "Men must
learn to use tools better rather
than blame them.
"Whatever goals humanity has,
they wUl be answered by technology. Nations are underdeveloped because machines aren't
working there."
Prof. Powers saidthatautomation offers tremendous opportunities for human beings. "But,"
he added, "the problems are
great. People get 'up-tight' about
having total leisure.

SO Talent Cootest
Set for March 9;
Awards to Be Given
The Studeot Organization will
sponsor a student talent contest
on March 9 at 7 p.m. in the
Audltorltim, according to .Jose
Sosa, RoWld Table chairman.
The contest, open only to nonprofessional entertainers attending Murray State, wUl be the
first of its kind on this campus.
The winners, selected by quall!ied judges will be presented
trophies in both musical andnonmuslcal categories.
Students may pick up applications at the SO omce In the SUB.
For furtber Wormatlon contact
Lanette Underwood, talent show
chairman.

Fall Shoes ssoo
Villager Valentine

Foun~ 21years ago by Lasansky,. the Iowa Print Group has
also turned out a numberofgraduate students who have taken jobs
teaching drawing and printmaking
at colleges, universities and Institutes throughout the world.

Prints ln the collection were
created on metal plates, usually
copper, using any one of several
techniques or a comlnatlon, Including etching, awuatfut; soft
ground, engraVing and drypolnt•

"I feel that the more goods
that are produced, the more people can !ultlll themselves. It's
the war technology that I get
moet scared about. But again it
is the miauae oC the tool."
In proposing an answer to the
problem, Mr. Powers quickly eliminated the Luddite solution.
He said he used to totally agree
with the idea ~moreeducationin
the humanities, but he is now
less sure this is the solution.
''I think the problem of conHe said that technology is trol of tools wlll get worse. My
applied science, the creation ot only hope is in man's basic
tools. "It misused, the tools sense ot survival, which depends
are not at fault; man is re- in great part on technology,"
he concluded.
sponsible."

By BEITY lllGGINS
"The usual assumption ls that
those from the humanities ~
moan the tate ol. man," said
Prof. Barry Powers, history department. "&It I am not going
to wring my hands at evil
technology."
Prof. Powers made this statement at the Feb. 12 UCM luncheon in the first or a series of
speeches on "Man ln Technological Society. "

Shoes for Spring
Now In!

"Drawings and prints by several of the artists in the show
are included in many private
collections and museum collections," he said. "Graduates or
the Iowa Print Group have earned about 30 Tiffany Scholarships,
Guggenheim Fellowships and Fulbright grants." ·

j

'Man Is Responsible'
Powers Tells UCM

''WRECKS A SPECIALTY"

MODERN EQUa»IENT
PLEASANT ATMOSPHERE

FOR $508° TO BE GIVEN AWAY

DATES PLAY FREE
FREE INSTRUCTIONS

FRIDAY, FEB. 28th AT 5 P. M.

ON REQUEST

(YOU MUST BE PRESENT TO WIN)

SHOE
The
TREE
DOWN
WITH
SOILED
SUMMARIES
Up wi th Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewrit~r Paper!
An ordinary pencil eraser picks up
every smudge, every mistake.The special . . - - - - -- -.I
surface treatment lets you erase
_.,..,~.,. o .......;,.
without a trace. If Eaton's Corrasable
• · ..::W •
leaves your papers impeccably neat,
. \ ~.J
what are you waiting tor? Get it i n light,
.._ • .s
medium, heavy weights and Onion
.~.?7:"F=
Skin. In 100-sheet packets and 500- EATOW$ ~
sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Stores I TrPEWRITEif I'APEII
and Departments. ~iiilriiili:::le::~::s:=s:::J

CRAZY HORSE BILLARDS
ACROSS FROM WILSON HALL

On ly Eaton makes Corrasable~

EATON' S CORRASAILE BOND TYPEWRinR PAPER
Eaton Pa er Com

n

Pittsfield Massachusetts 01201
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GREGORY TO OPEN PROGRAM:

Insight 69 To Look at Problems
As the people of this country
prepare to leave the violence-ridden
seventh decade of the Twentieth
Century for hopefu II y a more
progressive and peaceful eighth
decade, the students and faculty of
this university are attempting to gain
some "insight" into the problems we
face.
This perhaps sums up the reason
Student Organization · President
Spencer Solomon, university
. President Harry M. Sparks, and the
Board of Regents have established
the Insight '69 program which will
be held on campus March 31 through
Apri12.
The "prophets of doom " in this
ultra-(:onservative community have
already made themselves heard with
their rallying cry that there is not
one intellectual among the speakers
who have been scheduled or to quote
them exactly "not one person who
seeks conservative measures."
Dick Gregory, who will begin the
program, was once a renown Negro
commedian. Today he is known and
sometimes feared as a civil rights
activist. Whether or not he is an
intellectual may be debated, but the
fact that he helped shape the '60s
and will influence the '70s is certain.

AI Capp, the creator of "lil'
Abner" comics, is a critic of much of
today's society. He attacks all
elements to expose their weaknesses.
Many may dislike this, but none can
deny that for an ill ness to be cured it
must first be found.
Sander Vanocur, a newsman for
the National Broadcasting
Company, has seen and reported on
many of the trouble spots during the
past decade. He should thus be
qualified to speak about them with
authority.
Julian Bond, a Georgia legislator,
first gained national attention when
he was barred from the legislature
for taking a stand against the
government's policy in Vietnam. At
the 1968 Nationa I Democratic
Convention his name was placed in
nomination for his party's
nomination as its candidate for the
vice·presidency of the United States.
He later withdrew his name stating
that he was too young to run for the
office. .
A university is more than
buildings, classrooms, and
textbooks. If we were to get poetical
about the subject, we would say a
university exists in the hearts and
minds of its students. For a speaker

Deaths of 3 Famous Men
Bring Loss to Americana
A great part of Americana died
this month. A part of our youth is
now gone forever.
Three men of widely different
talents died as journalists used to say
"full of ho.nors, full of years."
What college student or faculty
member can't recall spending
Saturday afternoons at the
neighborhood movie house being
ter r i f i e d by Boris Kor Ioff's
Frankenstein monster or laughing at
Roy Rogers' and Hopalong Cassidy's
sidekick, George "Gabby" Hayes.
Mr. Karloff was the master of a
kind of horror that chilled the blood
but left the mind free of scars and
our terror passed rapidly in the
sunlight outside the theatre.
Mr. Hayes who began playing old
men at age 23 was one of the easiest
to recognize of all the "white hat
heroes" of Holloywood. Hisgravelly
voice and cantakerous nature made

him a "favorite grand-uncle" image
to mill ions of children throughout
the world.
Another man whom we knew
little of during ou r youth but whose
life and efforts shaped the world we
were to inherit is also dead. Ralph
MeG ill, editor of the At lanta
Constitution, was championing the
civil rights cause when it wasn't the
"in" thing, in the days when the only
good liberal was a dead liberal -at
least as far as Dixie was concerned.
These three men are now dead. Of
the three McGill stands the best
chance of being remembered in the
histories of our times. Even though
Mr. Karloff and Mr. Hayes may be
forgotten by those who write our
histories, their contributions to the
America of the early and
mid-Twentieth Century will long be
remembered by those who were
entertained by their efforts.

I'VE BEEN AWA'I FOR A

BIT ·-· I'M TOLD MURRAY
~

BECOMI:: MORE
LIBERAL WHI L.E I.
WAS GONE .

I WONDER ...

whether intellectual or not to appear
before a body of university students
for "cross-examination", he has to at
least be extremely intellegent.
We support Insight '69 as perhaps
the best program to be started on
this campus since Dr. Rainey T.
Wells decided to build a university in
his back·yard.

LETTERS TO ED ITOR:

Inquiring
Reporter
This column will be a regular reature
with dirferent questions concerning
campus and national and international
questions being asked different students
by memcbers of the News staff each week.
QUESTION: WHAT PROBLEMS, IF
ANY, DID YOU HAVE DURING SPRING
SEMESTER REGISTRATION?

Flynn Advises Cadets
'Consider the Facts,
Then Go Advanced'

Mike Connors, junior, Mt. Cannel,lll."I was given the wrong class card at one
table, and this caused some great
complications. I had to go back through
the drop-add line later during registration
week, and I had to do a lot of running to
get the signature of the Instructor whose
class J wanted, the in:.'tructor of the class I
had mistakenly been signed up for, and my
Dear Editor:
As the spring semester begins, many advisor. I think the drop·add system
decisions will be made by MSU students. I should be enlttrged because there are so
hope that this letter wi11 affect one big many students who have to go through it."
decision facing many of the men of Murray
-the ROTC question.
Tim Warren, senior, Louisville - "Right
off the bat, in the ftrst line I went through,
I was sent back because I hadn't filled out
all my cards. This, of course was
understandable, but it upset me belore J
even got started. I also felt that some of tbe
tables which distribute the class cards were
undermanned. There were tab les
especially in the School of Education:
where eight or nine students were lined up,
all of them trying to get a class card, and
only one person was handling the
distribution when there should have been
l''irstbconsider total military obligation. at least two."
As a R TC-tralned officer, I wUI have a
two-year active-duty obligation. A draftee
has the same obligation, but with little
Mary Beth Haney, senior, Louisvilleopportunity to use his college education to "I didn't have any special problems, but
its fullest extent. An enlistee can expect an my husband's cards were cut wrong. He is a
obligation of three to four years.
graduate student, and his cards listed him
as a senior. About five additional hours
Financial benefits are also apparent. In were required for his registration, since the
addition to the $1000 received at Murray, I cards had to be cut again."
will earn approximately three times as
much as a draftee while on active duty.
Other inherent benefits (living allowances,
free medical care, etc.) will combine to
Glenn D. Hughes, freshman, Murray make a comfortable living.
"I encountered no problems as far as
getting the classes I needed. However, I had
The Munay State ROTC Brigade, under fo take an English class and a Speech class
the direction of Colonel Eft Birdsong and at different time periods than the periods I
cadre, has reached a standard of excellence had planned on taking them."
respected throughout the nation.
Advanced Corps instruction in leadership,
motivation, and physical fitness will
benefit me throughout my life. In short, if
Linda Peyton, senior, Owensboro - ''I
you happen to be a man looking for a good had no problems. The reason Cor this is
way to fulfill your military obligation, take probably due to my being a graduating
the time to talk to Colonel Birdsong. The senior, and my getting to register among
Advanced Corps is probably for you.
the first students admitted to
registration."
Sincerely,
Bill H. Flynn
As I look back upon my decision to ''go
advanced", I see many paraUels with the
cadets of this year. To be honest, I would
not have taken ROTC if I had a choice as a
freshman. I had always pictured the Anny
as the ''whipping boy" of the armed
services. J considered such alternatives as
OCS, the draft, and even just ignoring the
question. But then I considered the (acts.
And that is why 1 am a member or the
Ad!_anced Corps today.

Campus Legislatures
Need Changes •• Carr

MURRAY STATE NEWS
Murray State University
609 College Station
Murray, Ky. 42071

To the Editor,

I am writing this letter in response to
the recent ruling by the W.S.G.A., or the
S.P.C.A. or whatever, that girts are not
Ent.r«t os second·c:lass mall at the pOst afflc;e
allowed In the T.V. rooms in the boy's In Murray, Kv.
dorms. I suggest that the administrative
Natlanal reoresentollve Is Nottona1 Educational
Services, 360 Lexington AYt., New York,
factions get toaether on their policies. In Advtrtlsln.,
my dorm, and I lmagine the other boy's N. Y. 10017.
The Murray stat. News Is DVb'lslled ec~ch Wed·
dorms, girls are permitted by the dorm nesdaY
mornlno In the tall and sorlnq semtslers bv
director to sit and watch T.V. in the T.V. the (ovrnollsm
SMMMs under IM dlredlan of Mr.
Robet't H Mc:Gouah.y, Ill . Oolnlons npren41d are
room. I cannot imagine this as being those
of the edltor or other stoned wrlle!'1: thost
considered a Cardinal SJn. Also this ruling oolnlons do not rotnr...nt the Journalism tacultv or
has len me wondering as to whether the tM unlv~lty administrators.
girls really have a voice In the meetings or Edltor·ln-Chlef _ _ _ _ _ ICorl Harrison
not, mainly because I do not believe that Business Monooer ... ~-·-- Lynn Rtt~nlrt
the average girl of today Is so Puritanical, News Editor - - - - - - - Pol Movnohon
or should I say Victorian. After discussing Feature Editor
Deb Mathis
L• Stetn
this with severn! friends I feel, and l will SpOrts Editor _
until proven wronl{, t.hat W.S.G.A. and the Women's Editor ... -~··-···--·-- VIcki RusMII
other legislative ('l) bodies here at Murray COrtoonlst - - ....- -..-·- - -···- Joe Staton
- - - -·- E. J . L.oQon
Special Writer are only farces. The recent discovery Adv.Otslng
Monooer •
Pavl Knve
concerning the actual powers of the Bookkeeper .
Calh'( Shook
Judicial Board tend to support my Pl!otogrophers .........- · -····..··- Roger Gamertsfelder,
Wilson Woolley
convictions.
Asst. News Editor - - - - - - · - RUSMII DIBello

So 1 say to the establishment- End the
hypocrisy and watch Murray grow or
continue and watch Murray die it's slow
and inevitable death.
OrbaCarr

Asst. Feature Editor
Ad Sollcllort - -···Groduot. .ASsiStants

Adviser -

Gory Groa
~ Rldlord Smith. Jud'( Olive.
Janet Corron, Rtc:hord Brlnke,
ond Thomas Howe

• ~';t[:

t:.':

-·-·---.- - Mr. Robet't McGovatMV
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Agricultural Officials
Will Meet March 6

NEW CADET "BOSSES" •••. The new Cadet Commanden
are tflown prior to drilling thairc:harges. (They are from left
to rightl Cadet Lieutenant Colonel Richard Smith, Second

Battalion commander. Cadet ColoMI Bob Ogle, Brltllda
Commander. and Cadet lieutenant Colonel Wayne
Steneck, First Batallion Commander.

OGLE, STENECK, SMITH:

New ROTC Commanders Chosen
Robert Ogle, Beechwood, N.J.,
has been chosen to command the
ROTC Brigade for the spring semester, according to Col. Elf.
Birdsong, professor or military
science.
Cadet Colonel Ogle is majorIng in political science and is
a member of Pi Kappa Alpha
social fraternit;y. He is a Distinguished Military Student, a
member of Scabbard and Blade
Honorary Societ;y, and participates in the ROTC (lJght program. Ogle was named the Outstanding ROTC Cadet in Kentucky Colleges and Universities
by the Association oC the United States Army.
Cadet Lt...Col. Wayne Steneck,
Keyport, N.J., will command the
800 man first battalion, which
drills on Tuesday. Steneck, a
biology major, is vice-president
of the Scabbard and Blade Honorary Society and a Distinguished MUltary Student. He is a
member or the Wildlife Society
and Sociology Club.
Richard Smith, appointed as
cadet Lt,..Col. will command the
Second Battalion drilllng
on
Thursday, He is a senior business major rrom Greene, N.Y.
Smith is a member of Sigma
Nu social fraternity, a ROTC
flight student, and a Distinguished Military Student,

1969 Travel Slogan
For State Selected;
'Rediscover Kentucky'
.. Re-discover Kentucky" is the
otncial 1969 travel slogan as
Kentucky prepares f~ '1U10ther
record-breaking year of vacation
visitors.
In the proclamation the Govera»r stated, ..The proud history
·ot this Commonwealth may be
said to have begun in the year of
Boone' s entry into the Great Meadow of Kentucky,"

Assisting the brigade commander will be Cadet Lt,..Col.
Sammy Knight, appointed execu·
tive officer and second In command of the brigade.
Knight is a political science
and English major from Murray,
Is vice-president of the Kawa
Delta Omicron Honorary fraternity and a Distinguished Military
Student. He is also a member
of Pl KapJMi Alpha social fraternity and Scabbard and Blade Honorary Society.
Cadet captains Stuart Voelpel,
William Thompson, J. D. Rayburn, Jack Hunter, and Fredrick

Fernengel will command first
battalion companies.
On the first battalion staff
wU1 be Cadet Major Charles
StanCield and Cadet captains Larry Garland and Larry Forrest,
On the second battalton staff
wtll be Cadet Major George Coffeen and Cadet Captains David
Hull and James Voyles.
The commanders of second
battalion companies are: Cadet
Captains Dennis Goodwin, Dale
W. Latta, Larry Beth, Steven
Whitaker, Preston Howle, and
Dale Wilson.

More than 100 Western Kentucky agricultural officials and
farmers are expected to attend
a day-long Purchase Area Grain
and Soybean Shortcourse at MSU
March 6.
Six grain production areas will
be discussed during the meeting,
scheduled to begin at 9:30a.m. in
the assembly room oCthcApplied
Science Bldg.
Wilmcr Browning, agricultural
economist at the University of
Kentucky, wlll discuss "Economics cl Grain Production in
Lower Price Situations." lie will
be followed by EITll·rson Jones,
Paducah, specialist in herbi·
cides, who will discuss "Chemicals for Best Weed Control."
John Ragland, chairman or the
Department or Agronomy, UK,
will lead a discussion on "Crops
Research Geared to Farm Production," just prior to lunch.

The afternoon sessions will
o_pen with "Double Cropping Experiences" with John\Vatts,area
agent in field crops, Fulton, and
Charles Ma.t1ln, Hickman, leading the discussion. They will be
followed by 11. M. Young, Jr.,
Christian Councy· jarmcr, who
will report on "1\o-Tillage,
Christian County style."
S. H. Phillips, ex1Cnsion specialist also with the Ul( Department or Agronomy, wHI lead
the final discussion, "GrainVarloties to Choose for 1969," in
a session scheduled to .start at
2:30p.m.

Dave llilliard, grain specialist nnd Carmer, Mayfield, will
preside at the morning session,
while Holmes Ellis, m~·or ol
Mur1·ay and manager of the West
Kentucky Dark Fired Tobacco
A ssoclation, will preside during
the afternoon program.

EXPERIENCED LABORATORY TECHNICIAN
needed to work in 175-bed fast growing hospital.
Salary open. Work schedule can be arranged. Send
resume to Chief Technologist, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, 803 Poplar St., Murray.

DISTRIBUTOR FOR
THIS AREA
PART TIME OR
FULL TIME
FOR EXTRA INCOME
WE SECURE
LOCATIONS
To restock COMPANY
SECURED ACCOUNTS
WITH WORLD FAMOUS
R.C.A. and SYLVANIA T.V.,
rad lo, stereo, and COLOR
tubes sold thru our new (1968
model) FREE self-service tube
tester. Will not interfere with
your present occupation, as
accounts can be serviced
evenings or on weekends.
EARN lNG POTENTIAL
$600.00 a month, or more
depending on size of route.
Investment of $2,097.00 to
$3,495.00 is required, also a
good car and 5 to 10 hours a
week. rr you can meet these
requirements and investment
and are sincerely interested in
expanding a fast repeat
business ot your own then
WRITE to us today including
your phone number to:
TUBE-0-MATIC
ELE CI'RONICSCORP.
7578 Olive Blvd.
University City,
Missouri 63130

THOROUGHBRED
DRIVE-IN
\

HAMBURGERS · 45c
l BEEF • RIPE TOMATOES

TURNOVERS - 15c
Apple, Peach, Cherry

·oNION RINGS · 20c
ONCHESTNUT

'
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RELIGIOUS ROUNDUP:

UCM Luncheon to Hear Wolfson
Dr. A. ~. Wolfson, chairman
or the department of biology, will
speak at the UC~l luncheon at
12:30 p.m. today, The topic of
today's luncheon will be "Future
!-' or Man: Questions From Biology!'
Tonight's Open Forum at 7 is
concerned with Hinduism.
The Nowhere Coffee House has
returned.
The coffee house
offers, for an admission charge
of 25 cents, free coffee and conversation with a special program of entertainment.
Folk hymns and interpretive
dance, under the direction of
Mrs. Jane Hiers, physical education department, will be the
program of the UCM Contemporary \Vorship service Sunday
at 7 p.m. Mrs. Hiers' group

21st National Biennial
Business Convention
Attended by 4 Girls
TUNNEL OF FUN •. . a.th Terns, Lo uisville, Cirde K Club'sfirst "K·Mate", has
an aeger following as she directs traffic: through a large concrete culvert ptpe o n
the University School playground. Third graden Scott Thurman lupsidedownl
and Mickey Cavitt were leading the IJ'OUp. Miss Tems is a freshman elementary
education major.

Program Expanded With
7 Additions to Fine Arts
Seven art students have been
added to the new bachelor of Cine
arts program.
They are George Schullman,
Wayne Williams, Pam Reddick,
Chris Hansen, David Brown, Cynthia Huff, and Victoria Zellich.
Program admission is based
upon a portfolio of past work
showing above average co~
petency and motivation. Application must be made during the second semester or the sophomore
year.
The program is oPen to those
students who would like to specialize in a studio area and or intend later to work for a master
or fine arts degree.
Once accepte(l, the student chooses a tenatlvo area of concentration of 15 hours in painting,
printmak1J1g, sculpture, ceramics, or crafts. Besides this,
the student needs six hours in
a related area, three hours in
a complimentary ar ea, three
hours in special problems and
three hours in drawing.
The degree recpires a mini-

mum of 78 hours in art and
54 in humanities. As the BFA
candidate approaches completion of bis final semester, a body
of independent work in his major area must be professionally
prepared and exhibited.
Those art students already accepted into the program include
Pam Muss Bridgewater, Carole
Harrison, Charlotte Rollman, Ed
Shay, Fred Wood, George Harris, Jeannette Cathey, and Mike
Gurley.

JUNGLE
GARDENIA
Holland
Drugs

Yourfacul~

advisor asl<s you
for advice?

Think it ovelj over coffee.
TheThink Drink.
,o,.,o.,., C• ,

Th•"" 0''"" Muc, U f'\d 75( 1ndro"' "''"' ttUt Jddrdt~o:

l thf'llo o,,, ~. "'"'• · C•DI N. p 0 8o• ~S!'.. H•.-. Vorl• , N v 10046. Tt~ .. lnl""tl.tt 0~11 CoUrt OtiC4"1•U1 01'1 ,

F'om· coeds from Murray State
attended the 21st biennial coovention oC Pi Omega Pi, national
busiJ-less education honor society.
The delegates from MSU were
Sherry Wolfe, Mayfield; Margaret Hughes, Marion; Linda Harris, Murray; and Evelyn Miller,
Paducah.
The convention was held at
Chicago's Palmer llouse in December. It was attended by delegates and sponsors from 126
chapters ol Pi Omega Pi from
throughout the nation.

will do interpretations c:l songs
of praise.
A At 8 p.m. following the service, will be a special stu<ly
of the "Sermon on the Mount."
Monday's study group is concerned with "Basic Christian
Beliefs."
BAPTIST STUDENT mUON
Mrs. Vernon Shown, Murray,
will present a special musical
presentation to the BSU, at 6:30
p.m. tomorrow.
There's still room for one
more to attend the 1969 Student
Missions Conference, Feb. 21·
23. The conference is to take
place at the Southern Seminary
in Louisville. A registration fee
of $3 is required. Transportation and housing wlll be provided for those who desire it.
~1rs. Harlan Hodges will present a special reading Feb. 27
at 6:30p.m.

"Release From Phoniness "
is the unusual theme or the F;b.
28 BSU mid-year retreat Johnathan Creek, Ky. The program
has the Rev. Emery Smith as
guest speaker.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSffiP
Each Sunday evening at 7, a
worship and communion service
open to all students will be held
at the Woodman of the World
hall on Third and Maple Streets.
If transportation is needed or
questions need answers, please
call Lois Wooton at 762-6276;
Bill Wood, 753-6292; or Bill Call,
753-7870.

UNIVERSITY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
The University Church of
Christ will feature the Rev. Floyd
Dethrow, minister of the Second Street Church of Christ tomorrow at 6:30 p.m.

MILK SHAKES
Now .19c

ANY FLAVOR
.
Reg. 3~
Thur. - Fri.- Sat.
WITH THIS COUPON

DAIRY CHEER

STAR-SEARCH '69
COLLEGE REVUE AUDITIONS FOR SIX FLAGS OVER GEORGIA

If you're a singer, dancer, musician, have an act or a performing specialty
of any sort-come try out! This could be your big year . .. at Six Flags
Over Georgia. This great Atlanta family amusement center needs fresh
new singers, dancers, novelty quartets and trios, individual talent for the
Crystal Pistol, and strolling entertainers. You'll work for a full season at a
minimum salary of 570.00 per week, under topnotch professional direction
-a great chance, a great season, great fun . Hundreds of thousands of
people see these shows every year. So whatever your act is-show us your
ability. Who knows, when the next star is born, it might be you. Sorryno instrumental groups needed this season.
Piano accompaniment, record players, and tape recorders will be provided at each audition session. Auditions for persons 16 years and older.
TUESDAY, Feb. 25, 3:30P.M. I Hermitage Hotel, Irish Room I 6th Avenue
at Union (across from State Capital}/ Nashville, Tennessee.
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13 Commissions Given
In ROTC Ceremonies
Gold bars or Second Lieutenant
were received by 13 January
graduates during ROTC Commissioning ceremonies Feb. 4.
The ceremony climaxed four
years or ROTC training in addition to a six week summer camp
for the group.
Those commissioned were:
Richard N. Crecel~s, Tucson,
Arizona; Ronald D. tlunn, Owensboro; Allan J. ~stein , Irvington, N. J.; Melvin D. Ferguson,
Hopkinsville; Donald L. Garrett,
CarrnJ. ID.; Hewitt M. Herald,
Frankfort and Kenneth Harrison,
Benton.
Others recognized d\lring the
ceremonies for their distbigulshed military service included.
ed military service included: Willia m Logan, Carmi, Dl.; Eugene
c. Pniewsld, Irvington, N. J.;
Michael T. Rundle, Oal< Grove;
GUbert R. Swoboda, Cairo, Dl.;
Larry E. TUJ.man. Ripley, Tenn.;

and Robert A. Young, Augusta,
Ga.
Capt. Daniel
Roberts, a
1962 Murray graduate, wa s guest
speaker. He is presently in the
reserves and Is a graduate student at Mru.
Capt. Roberts told the new or-·
fleers that in order to be successful, an officer must be flexible, coordinate his actions, and
at all times cooperate with hfs
colleagues. In addition he stressed
&rn;y--as a · "dynamic·
environment."
In recognition or outstanding
military service whUe in the
ROTC pr~am, attache cases
were a warded toTillmanandFeJ:'o
guson. Making the presentation
was Col. Eff Birdsong, professor
of mllltary seience. Tillman had
commanded Murray stale's1,500
man ROTC Brigade, whlle Fer- NEWLY COMMISSIONED GRADUATES .... ThirtMn
guson was responsible for one or J anuary grlduat• are shown in their new posit ion of
Second Lieut enants in the Army. They are (seated from left
the 800 man batanioos.
to right) Eugene C. Pniewski, Melvin Ferguson, Michael
Run dle. H ewitt H1rned, Gilbert Swoboda. 1nd Al lin

c.

the

Teaching Conference
Will Hear Dr. Jones
As Keynote Speaker

POSTHUMOUS PRESENTAT ION OF MEDALS ••• Mrs. P.ay Hosfont, wife of
the lite Maj. Lerry D. HOlford. 1nd her d1ughter Mery Beth are presented the
Legion of Merit by Col. Eft W. Birdsong, Prof11110r of Militlry Science. The other
m ed 1ls ll'e the National Defense Medal. Vietnam Camp1ign Ribbon, and
Vietnem Service Medal.

Maior Hosford's Widow
Accepts Legion of Merit
The Legion of Merit was posttl.tmous)y awarded to the wile of
Major Larry D. Hosford ~eb. 3.
Major Hosford, a native of
Murray State
died of
and aUniversity,
1959 graduate
injuries suffered while serving
in VIetnam Oct. 27, 1968.

trial Arts Club. He returned
to Murray State and earned a
master's degree in 1966•

Major Hosford was commissioned after graduation from
Murray State University, He was
a member or Sigma Chi social
fraternity, Scabbard and Blade
Honorary Society and the Indus-

50%
Off
105 N. 6th Street

, ,·:· .~. >.!

•

,,•;·

1411 Olive Blvd.

Pick up a good second car
from Volkswagen.

Across From Ordway

753-3852

COMPLETE DRY
CLEANING
and LAUNDRY
SERVICE

Yoar Tax-Shebered Amaaily Bepresenlatives
al Murray Stale
Income Tax Free Saving for Your Reti,..
ment With or Without Life lnsur•nce
Benefits for Your f•mily. Write or
Call • • •

Tbe Connecticut Mutual
Lila Insurance Co.
C. T. Wln1low

COLLEGE CAROUSEL BOOK STORE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

dlstinguis~

The official citation states that
Major Hosford•• "demonstrated
abilities enabled the command
to accurately identify new enemy
weaponry and to preci.Bely establish enemy logistic capablllties."

P-------------------------------------~

.---------------------------------~

Tho Legion of Merit, the nation'• second highest award for
meritorious service, was presented to Mrs. Hosford by Colonel Ea W. Birdsong, professor
ot mllitary science.
Major Hosford was cited "for
himself by exceptionally meritorious conduct in
the performance of outstan~
services."

Dr. Donald E. Jones, director
of the division or sb,ldent teaching, will be the keynote speaker
at the second aruJJal conference
or the Western Kentucky District
of the Association for Student
Teaching in OWenSboro Saturday.
&J.pervising teachers, principals and other sehool personnel
will attand the session at Kentucky Wesleyan College. "Trends
in Evaluation of Student Teachers" will be the themeofthecooference.
Dr. Jones' presentation will be
entitled "Who nme It1"
Also representing the department or edlcatlonal services of
the School of Education at Murray State will be Mr. Wayne
Williams, Mr. J. D. Rayburn,
Mr. Harlan Hodges, Dr. Robert Fox, and Mr. John Taylor.
1\tr. FJl Alexander, principal
of Murray High S::hoOl, will also
attend the conference and serve
as a group discussion leader.

Epstein. (Top row from left to right) Col. Eft Blnbong,
Richerd Creeetlus, Larry Tinman. Willilm Logan. Kenneth
Ha rr ison, Donald Garret1. Robert Young, end Ro nald
Dunn.

247-5225

Mayfield, Ky.

Somebody traded in o Rolls-Royce for a Yolks·
wag en?.
Yes, somebody traded in a Rolls·Royce for a
Volksv,ogen.
II happened in Texos, of course.
But even In overage states some pretty fancy
cars show up on o VW dealer's used cor lot.
And some not so fancy cars. And some quite
practical cars. Like Volkswogens.
But no cor, Rolls or VW, gets that guoronlee on
the windshield outomalicolly.
Firsl it goes through o rigorous 16-point inspection.
If anything needs fixing, it gets fixed.
Only then does the dealer guarantee the free
repair or replacement of every mojor working
port• for thirty days oro thousand miles.
Whichever comes Orst.
So when o Volkswagen dealer says 1hot o used
cor is as good on the inside os it
looks on the outside, you don't hove
to trust him.
He'll put it oil down In writlng for
you.

CarroU Volkswagen, Inc.
800 ChMhwt St. Murrey Phone 753-8151

C. M. Rhocl.t
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21 Schools .and Firms
To Interview Sen'iors
Representatives of 21 schools
and firms wlll be on campus during the next week to interview
zraduatlng seniors, according to
Miss Marthia L. Guier, director
of placement.
The following are holding interviews today: Peoria Public
Schools, Peoria, Ill. , will talk
to elementary and secondary
school teachers.
Oak Ridge Schools, Oak Ridge,
Tenn. , will also talk to elementary and secondary teachers,
Union Carbide, Columbia,
Tenn., will interview business
administration, accounting, physics, chemistry, math, and industrial technology majors.
Tomorrow Ftrestone Tire and
Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, will
talk to Industrial technology and
accounting majors.
Jefferson Co. Schools, Louisville, will talk to elementary
and secondary teachers.
Two school systems will hold
interviews Friday•.Jefferson Co.
Schools, Louisville, will talk to
elementary and secondary teachers. School CHy of East Gary, I
will also talk to elementary and
secondary teachers.
The following will be on campus Monday: Seagram and Sons,
Inc ., Louisvllle, will talk to
liberal arts, business management, industrial technology, and
accounting majors.
Dow Corning, Carrollton, wUl
interview engineers, chemists,
and business students.
Board of Education, ~1emphis,
will talk to elementary, special
education, Jjlysical scienre, and
math, teachers,
Fayette Co. Schools, Lexington, wUI talk to elementary and
secondary teachers.
The following will be on campus Tuesday: General Accountlog umce, Cincinnati, Ohio, wUI

MSU Will Sponsor
Conference Feb. 26
Murl"ay State will hold a conference Feb. 26 as part ora state·
wide effort to re-establish public
school kindergartens in Ken·
tucky.
One or four meetings schcdul·
ed at state universities during the
week or Feb. 24-28, the session
in 154 Education Bldg. is under
the sponsorship or the elementary
education department.
Miss Rubie E. Smith, depart·
ment chairman, said invitations
for each conference are going
out to school people from the
state department or education
in Frankfort. Superintendents,
supervisors, elementary princi·
pals and other school leaders
are being urged to attend.
Beginning at 9:30 a. m. with
a coffee hour and registration,
the morning program includes
an address by Dr. Mary Ilarbage c:i Wright University entitled "The Fabulous Fives" at
10 a . m., followed by a symposium by Mrs. JWIC Warden
Smith and Mr. William A. Morris, both oC the elementary education department at Murray
State, and Mr. James Hilliard,
superintendent or the Owensboro
City Schools.
After lunch, Dr. Harry M.
Sparks, president of Murray
State, will discuss the university's commibnent to the kindergarten program in the public
schools.

COME TO

Interview accounting and business majors.
General Tire and Rubber Co.,
Akron, Ohio, will talk to business, industrial arts, and science majors.
K o k o m o-Center Township
Schools, Kokomo, Ind., will talk
to elementary and secondary
teachers.
Board of Education, Grand
Rapids, Mich., will Interview elementary and secondary teachers.
Retail Credit Co., Paducah,
will interview business majors
and other interested students.
Harlem Consolidated Schools,
nockford, Ill., will talk to elementary and secondary teachers.
Feb. 26 three schools will interview students. Prince William Co. School Board, Manassas, Va., will talk to elementary and secondary teachers.
Palmdale School Dist, Palmdale, Calif., will tall\ to elementary teachers only.
Riverview Garden Schools, St.
Louis, will interview elementary
and secondary teachers.
Also on lliat day the Department of Personnel, Frankfort,
will talk to any interested students,
Interviews must be arranged
through the Placement Office.
Credentials must be on file.

Summer Study Open
To Spanish Teachers
For 3rd Year -- Parr
Murray state University will
sponsor its third summer Institute tor Spanish teachers in
co-operation with the United states Office ol Education during
the summer of 1969, according
to Dr. James A. Parr, chairman
ol the foreign language department at 1\'ISU.
This institute is one or eight
approved Spanish Institutes held
in the United States.

Groffman to Conduct
Piano Concert Sunday
Gary Groffman, pianist, will
appear in concert &mday at 3
p.m. in the Auditorium.
Groffman is sponsoredbyMurray State University and the Murray Civic Music Association.
All MSU students may attend
upon presentation of their ID
cards.

EDITOR TELLS CLASS:

Readers' Opinions Are Important
The new title cropping up on
newspaper staffs today is ombudsman, according to Mr. Rcr
bert Clark, managing editor o!the
Louisville Times.
Mr. Clark spoke to a public
relations class Wednesday, and
also interviewed journalism students from 9 to 4.
"An ombudsman," said Mr.
Clark, ''is an <ifielal designated to listen to the complaints
and suggestions oC the readers
or his particular newspaper...
He acts as a diplomat between
the readers and stalf members,
ironing out problems which the
readers have brought to his attention."
Mr. Clark did his undergrad-

uate work at Tufts University in

Massachusetts and received his
masters degree in journalism
from the University oC Missouri.
He also went to Harvard for a
year on a Neiman Fellowship.
As a cub reporter, Mr. Clark

worked on the staff oC the OWensboro Messenger and lrK~.uirer.
For some 12 years, Mr. Clark
worked on the Louisville Courier-Journal and then was promoted to managing editor oC the
Louisville Times.

Art Students
Seen On TV
Three art students from .Murray State demonstrated technlCJUes in print making on the monthly "Campus 1\fi.niatures" television program on WPSD-TV in
Paducah &lnday, Jan. 26.
·
They were: Vikki Zellich,
Louisville junior; Ed Slay. Sldbury, Mass., senior; and Charlotte Rollman, Evansvllle, Ind.,
senior. They were students in
a beginning print maklng class
with Miss Laurel Covington as
instructor.
Produced by the Murray State
University Television Service,
the series is designed to bring
the scape and versatility or the
university of Western Kentucky.
Interviewing the guests was
Linda Houston, Paducah senior.
Included in the demonstration
were examples of serigraphs,
etchings, dry points and wood
cuts.
The series, now In its 12th
year of telecasting is under the
direction of Mrs. Sdrley Johnson or the Murray State radiotelevision faculty.

NEWSPAPER INTERVIEW • •• Mr. Robert Clerk, managing editOt' of ttte
louisville Times. is shown interviewing Ron Brockman. (right} a senior
journalism major. Mr. Clark talked with those journalism students that might
want employment with the Times. Brockman was one of 20 students interviewed
by Mr. Clark.

Kappa Delta Sorority
Congratulates

Sigma
Nu
Fraternity
'
On One Hundred Years of Brotherhood

SHALIMAR
Holland
Drugs

Carefree
stainless
for
sophisticated ·
splendor

NEW!

{bmn~>hoo·
Rich Ftorentlne
finish enhanced
by the delicate
touch of design
In an oxidized
floral motif.

$49.95•

··~ ~-:·~······-

Beautifully
repousaed
with deep carved
motif enriching
stalnleaa with an
aura of elegance

$69.95•

J. & S. Oil Co.
MAJOR COMPANY GASOLINE AT
INDEPENDENT PRICES

We Never Close

CHUCK'S
MUSIC
CENTER

WE HONOR ALL COURTESY CARDS

for CAR TAPES

Located on Story Ave. Just Back of J. & S.

Cigarettes 25c

Coffee - Cokes

...r ...... .L

to introduce

these excitint new patterns
8-PIECE MATCHINB HOSTESS SET

Across From Jerry's on SOuth 12th

with purchase of a 50-pc. service for 8 In either pattern
through April 30, 1869 only. Beautiful storage ttay Included.

WE NOW HAVE TWO
AUTO-KAR WASHES

Set Include& cold meat fork, pastry server. gravy ladle,
pierced tablespoon. butter knife and sugar spoon.
•price tor 50.pe. service for 8

LINDSEYS
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Prison Inmates Record
Best Leather Year Ever
Crafted leather goods went
out of the Kentucky Penitentiary
at Eddyville last December and
the maximum security prison is
better off financially because of
the handmade items.
Prison authorities estimate
sales totaling approximately
$20,000 set what is believed an
all-time record for any month.
The leather goods consisting
primarily or bill?olds and purses
are sold from a small booth in
front of the prison.
Shipment of goods for
personal or re-sale use is not
permitted other than to the
Kentucky State Reformatory at
LaGrange, which received a small
qua n tlty of the December
shipment.
The record volume sales is
even more important, prison
authorities point out, inasmuch
as the prison no longer is on a
major highway. Fronting on Lake

Hiers Seeks
Dance Post
In AAHPER
Running for secretary or the
dance division or the American
Association of Health, Physical
Education. and Recreat:IQ}l' s Southern District Convention is Mrs.
Jane Hiers, dance instructor.
Election of the new orrtcers
wUl take place at the Southern District Convention which
Other MSU athletic department
tacuU;y members attending the
convention are: Dr. Chad Stuart,
department chairman; Dr. James
Frank; Mr. Rex Alexander; Miss
Brinda &nlth; Mrs. Dew Drop
Rowlett; and Miss Nita Graham.
Dr. Stuart, president or the
Kentucky State AAPHER, is part
of the constitutional committee
which wUl revise the organization's constitution. He is also
chairman4ect of the therapeutics division and wUl take office
at next year's Southern District
convention in Columbia, S.C.
About 1000 people are expected to attend the Memphis conventioo which will last untU Feb.
24. The National AAPHER Convention will be held in Boston
AprU 11-15.

Barkley, the prison is reached by
an access road.
The leather goods are made by
17 inmates who purchase their
material through the prison.
Profit from the sales go to the
prison's commissary fund which
Is used to benefit all inmates. It
buys such things as recreation
equipment, vocational
equipment, eye glasses and a
coUeae extension course.
The inmates donated a large
quantity of their craft to patients
at Outwood State Hospital,
Dawson Springs, last Christmas.

Whisenhunt 5 From Murray Show
Has Article Art Work in ·Memphis
In Magazine

Three Murray state art facCompetition is open to all resulcy members and two students idents cL TeMessee, Arkansas,
have been accepted i.Jto the 14th and Mississippi, and parts ci.
Dr Donald W. Whisenhunt, AMual Mid-South Exhibition at
assooiate professor of history at the Brooks Memorial Art Gal· other states within a 250 alr
mile radius ciMemphis. No more
Murray State University, had an lery In Memphis.
than 3 entries may be submitted,
article about frontier newspapers
Those accepted include: Mr. and the entries must be no longpublished in the winter edition
Robert Head, prciessor; Mr. Bill er than 7 x 8 feet, including
or the "Journalism ~rterly...
Roode, proCessor; Mr. Fred Sh&- frames.
Entitled "The Frontier News- pard, professor; Richard Dillow,
Mr. Lould Goodrich, advisory
paper: A Guide to Society and art major; and, Ed Sha,y, art director ci. the Whitney Museum
Culture;" it is an historical ac- major.
ci. American Art inNewYorkwas
count of some early newspapers
the juror ci. this exhibition. He
and the influence they exerted
is one of the nation's leading
on the society and culture or
museum men, a noted art htsAmerica during the Civil War
torian, · author or many articles
veriod.
and books, and frequent lecturer.
A native or Meadow, Texas,
Mr. Head had an oil painting
Dr. Whisenhunt has been on the
entitled "Organic Play" accepted
faculty of Murray State since
An exhibition or art work from as did Mr. Roode with his oil
September, 1966. He earned the
Mr. Robert Head's advanced painting, "Judith and Fish."
BA degree at McMurray Col- drawing class (Art 304) is now
Mr. Shepard's accepted work
lege, AbUene, Texas, and both on exhibit at Blinois Central Comwas a plastor print and Shay's
Co-sponsored by the Murray the MA and the Ph.D degrees
munfcy College, Peorla, ID. . was a drawing which won an
State Universicy Art Divlsionand at Texas Technological College
honorable mention award.
the Kentucky Arts Commission, at Lubbock.
Students exhiblti!w work inMr. Donald Fritch wm be on
clude
Jeanette
Cathey,
Mickey
Dr. Whisenhunt, who also
campus March 27 and 28 for a
Scherentz, Claybourne Foster,
ceramic lecture and workshop. taught high school in New Mex- Ed Slay, Jaccpeline Warner,
ico two years, has had several
Chris Hansen, Pam Muss Bridg&Tbe March 28 workshop will historical arUcles published.
water, and George Schulman.
be divided into two sections. The
is
a
member
or
the AmerHe
begiMing ceramic classes will ican Historical Association, S)u.
Media included in this show
meet from 7:30 a.m. through
11:30 a.m. and 1 p.m. through them Historical Association, Or- are charcoal, pen and ink, crayof American Histor- pas, graphite, and collage. Con3 p. m. Involved in the workshop ganization
ians,
American
Association of tent or the drawing ranges from
will be a demonstration on work- University Professors
and Phi social comment to abstract
ing with porcelain.
Alpha Theta.
themes.
Slides and lecture wlll begin
The Murray State Untversicy
This show will be open throughat 8 p.m. March 27 in the R&division lists one Pu- out February.
cital Hall or the Fine Arts Bldg. journalism
litzer Prize wimer among Its
ing.
graduates.

Eight Students Have
Art Work Displayed
In Peoria, Ill. College

2-Day Art Lecture, Workshop by Fritch
Scheduled in March

JUNGLE
GARDENIA
Holland
Drugs

-----

Continuous Show •ng

from 1 p . m. Da ily

TODAY THRU SAT.

.....
Jtolder
PALOMAR PICTURES INTERNATIONAL

OWNA
PROFITABLE BUSINESS
.
PARTORFULL
TIMEWORK
FOR ADDED INCOME
WE SECURE LOCATIONS

An astounding
entertainment experience,
a dazzling trip
to the moon, the planets
and the still more
distant stars.

EARNING POTENTIAL
$780.00 a month, or more
depending on size of route.
Reliable man or woman
wanted as distributor in this
area to restock company
secured locations such as
restaurants, bowling alleys,
and etc. with national brand
prepared pizzas sold through
our electric ovens which will
bake In four minutes. No
experience necessary. We
furnish all advertising,
merchandising, and support
ma terlal. Will not interfere
with present occupation, as
locations can be serviced
evenings or weekends.

cash Investment of $2,200.00
to $4,000.00 is required. Also
a good cu and 4 to 8 spare
hours a week. If you can meet

these requirements and cash
investment, and are sincerely
interested In a fast repeat
business of your own then
WRITE giving Name, Address,
and Telephone Number, tor
local personal interview with a
Company Representative.
CROWN PIZZA CORP.
7578 Olive Blvd.
University CitY,
Mo.63130

~
IN COLOR

SUN. • ION. - TUES. FEB. 23·25
SUPER PANAVISION®. METROCOLOR

FOR THE FIRST TIME ON
THE AMERICAN SCREEN

FEATliES AT 1:00, 3:30, 7:00 &9:30

the actual moment of con~tion
...the complete birth of ababy

SOON AT AMURRAY THEATRE

Steve McQueen as
~'BULLITT"
PAIEITI:BECAUSE Of CERTAIN REVEALING
SCEN£S WE SUGGEST YOU SEE ''HRGA" FIRST!!!

•

RUTHGASSMANN· rnicH"F.aENoER· o'R.'£Rw1N suRciK
Ci 11118 AtMrlcan lntarniiiiOMI PIC1u-

Zeffirell's
''ROMEO &JULIET''
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First Regional Speech
Competition Scheduled

Alexander Organizing
Red Cross Classes
For Lifeguard Duty
Looking for a summer job?
Maybe Mr. Rex Alexander can
help you.
Mr. Alexander, physical education department, is organlza~
Red Cross classes in the advanced water skills necessary ror
summer
duty.
These classes are available
to any student wishing to earn
a senior life-saving or water
safety instructor's (W. S.I.) certlflcate.
The
llle-saving course requires 16 hours of instruction
and the W.S.t course 30.
A shorter, ten-hour tr~
period Is possible for those who
need only to renew their W. S.l
certificate.
AD classes will be in the evening. Any student interested ahould
contact Mr. Alexander at his
office in the health building.

Drama competition at MurThe first region Includes the
ray High School Feb, 15 was eight counties of the Jackson Purthe first of three annual First chase plus Christian, LivingRegion Speech Tournament ev- ston, Crittenden, Lyon and Trigg,
ents sponsored by the Kentucky
High School Speech League.
Tournament events in March
ror both high schools and junior
Dr. Ray Mofield, chairman of high schools will be held at
the communications department the University School in Murray.
at Murray State and speech tournament manager, said the debate Individual speaking events for
tournament is scheduled March high school students Include ex15, with individual speaking ev- temperaneous speaking, discussion, original oratory, analysis
ents on March 22.
"For the first time, we have a of public address, interpretive
school troJily in drama," Dr. reading of serious and humorMofield said. "Our speaker did ous drama, Interpretive reading
not appear at FDEA last fall, of poetry and prose, broadcast
so we have taken the money and announcing and .s tory telling.
purchased a beautiful2~inch troJunior high events will be
phy!'
public spealdng, poetry reading,
Mr. WilllamE. Basham, drama prose reading and story telling.
instructor at Murray State, wUl
again judge the one-act plays in
the drama tournament. Silver
loving cups wiJl be awarded to
GET YOUR SPRING AND SUMMER
the best actor and actress in the
competition.
Dr. ~lofleld said nine high
SPORTSWEAR AT
schools and five junior high
schools have entered students
in at least one or these e\·ents.
First place school winners and
all individual students rated superior will be eligible to compete ln the 10-rcgion State Speech
Tournament at the University
of Kentucky in Lexington the first
ACROSS FROM THE ADMINISTRATION BLDG.
week In April.

uresuaro

S H IN I NG T H E HA R DWA R E ••• Dr. Ray Mofield, c:ha1rman of the
c;ommunic:ations dtp1rtment, polisher; one of the silver loving c:ups that will be
awarded to the best aetCif and ec:tr- in the First Region Spe.:h Tournament
drama c;ompetition at Murray High School Feb. 15. Dr. Mofield is m1neger of
three tournaments, which include entriar; from nine high school• and five ju nior
high sc:l\ools from Western Kentucky. Also shown with Dr. Mofi•d is the trophy
that will be awarded to the~c:hool winner in thedremac:ompetition. Dr. Mofield
said the other two IPeteh events areJCheduled at University High in Murray tha debate tournament March 15 and the individual speaking competition
March 22.

'Sea Mists' Prepare
Spring Water Show
"The Daily Dip" is the name
or the annual spring water show
to be presented In April by the
"Sea Mists", women's synchronized swim team.
Twelve numbers will be preformed by the 22 team members,
reports Miss Nita Graham, physical
education
deputmcnt
faculty member and club sponsor.
Practice began this week.

is Michele Whitelock, junior,
Mayfield. Elaine Geraghty, junior
t'rom Pawtucket, R. 1., is the
assistant director.

JEAN NATE

Campus Casual

Tami CosCob Peppertree

YOUR GUIDE TO
GOOD EATING
/. ~ .

get rid o f the

HOLLAND

MONDAY BLAHS!

DRUGS
HAS IT

Director for the show, which
is based on a newspaper theme,

treat yourself to ou r
Chicken Din ner

Murray Drive-In Theatre

served each Mond ay evening from 5 to I 0

Starts Thurs., Feb. 20 • 21 • 22

a nd
back by popular d ema nd .

DOUBLE FEATURE

Steak Nigh t (Sa tu rday) contin u.es a t

The Holiday Inn
.Uonday n ight:

•

Starts Sun., Feb. 23 • 24 - 25 - 26

THE
PICTURE

YOU

WILL III
SEEOI
TELEVISION I

Oll e-ha lf Fried
Clz icA:ell

• K a nsas City S trip
S teak

• JVhipped Potatoes

• Onion R i n~s

•

•

Tossed Green
Sa lad

•

Hot R olls and
B u tter

Creamy Cole
S law

•

PAAAAOJHT ~1UA£S IJ._,IS
P£T£R tn.l!NSOIS

"h
T e

Penthou

Saturday night:

/l ot Uolls a nd
fl u tter
A II fo r $ 1. 00

S.IO.

A ll fo r $2.25
at your

Holiday Inn
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Final Scholarship Payment
Awarded.to 14 Freshmen
Fourteen freshmen stu~nts
Alumni Association schOlar·
were awarded Clnal payments of ships at MSU are financed by the
their Murray state University Century Club, consisting of busA lmnni A esociation scholarships inesses, organizations and inditotaling $7,000 in a special a- viduals contributing$100ormore
wards meeting.
to the association. The Century
Cheeks were presented to the Club membership drive, held an1968-69 scholarship recipients nually during the spring semesby Mr. Max Hurt, association ter, is now in progress.
president, and Mr. Mancil VinThe Century Club also spon-·
son, director d. alumni affairs sora the $500 distinguished proand association secretary.
fessor awards presented at the
annual alumni banquet each
Wimers of $500 scholarships spring,
.
Cor the current school year are:
Making the presentations, Mr.
Doug Farmer and Barbara
Peterson, Louisville; Mrs.Janey Hurt and Mr. Vinson said the
Hobbs Gordon, Bardwell; Jettie scholarship program is designed
Carol Vaught, Sacramento;Susan to attract outstanding students to
Conner, Henderson; Donna Bell, the university and to provide FINAL PAYMENTS •••. T' - frllhmen .,. lhown pruantad to thla ya.,•a win,_ by Mr. MD Hurt,
Shelbyville; WllllamEdwardKer- industry and business in Western receiving their final IChofanhip payment from a $7,000 ttiOC:iation president, end Mr. Mancil Vinson. director of
rick, Elizabethtown; Joe Gray, Kentuc~ with talented graduates. fund of the Alumni A-iation. The last check
e alumnlafbinend
Student candidates Cor scholarPrinceton; Kim Smith, Murray;
Eldon James, Marlon; Curtis ships are recommencEd by high
Dennison, Jr., Leitchfield; Steve school counselors and principal~>
Williams, Lola; Robert Kimbro, on the bases of scholarships and
Clinton; and Renee Logsdon, Bar- leadership.
~

eyvllle.

Kiwanis Organization
Gives Circle K Club
Its Official Charter

Eugene McMorries

Water Valley Senior
Selected AGR Head
Eugene McMorries, senior ag.
riculture and business major,
Water Valley, has been elected
president of Alpha Gamma RhO,
social fraternity.
Other newly elected officers
are Danny Rudollft; vice president, Bandana; Wayne Wilson,
secretary, Fancy Farm; Phillip
Crow, treasurer, Dexter, Mo.;
Sherman Walker, alwnn1 secretary, Fulton; I:lanl\Y Nall, re-porter, Mayfield.
Henry Armstrong, chapJ.aln.
Lynn Grove; Michael Broster,
usher, Mt. Carmel, Ill.; Tommy
Roberts, house manager, Clinton;
Larry Lynch, house manager,
Water Valley; and Bill Bottorff,
jeweler, Goshen.

.

SHIP AHOY!

Tbe Circle • K Club held a
CharU!r Night ban~J~et Feb. 9.
Tbe club received Its official
charter from the national oCfice
and installed ofilcera at this
meeting.
Dr. Harold Eve:"smyer served as master or ceremonies.
Mr. Arlie Scott, secretary of
the Murray Kiwanis, presented
a gong and gavel to the chapter;
Dr.
John Mikulcik presented
membership pins and Dr. WOllam Sbnpsoo, Lt.-Gov. or Ki·
wants Division I, awarded the
charter to Circle K President
LiM Keeling.

BD:trS
nower Shop
1 BlOCK
FROM CAMPUS

Phone 753-3981
111 S. 15th

GirlsWe ordered these shoes
especially for.yoo.

See Our New Spring
Styles Today
Everything you've been asking
for at low prices.

CLOSE OUT ON BOOTS $&ts.

Register for free pair of
shoes to be giYen away.

.Discount Shoe Center

THE CHERRY'S

4 MILES ON SOUTH 641

STORE OF YOUTH AND FASHION
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'New You' Can Be Found
With Hair Styling Tricks

Vets' Spring Smoker
Scheduled for 8 p.m.

The Veteran's Club will hav
a smoker in the Student Unio
ballroom tonight from 8 p.n
By VICKI RUSSELL
to 9 p.m. according to pres
Don't forget to time yourLighten up your hair and chan- self. Time varies from 20..120 dent PhU Craig.
All veterans Interested In job
ces are you'll lighten up your minutes.
lng the club are cordially lnvit£
social lite.
When the time ill' up, remove
The latest trend In hair st;yllng, the cap and rinse the paste from to attend.
The plirpose of the Veteran'
especially bigonourowncampus, the hair. Then wash it.
Club is to help veterans ada,J
is hair frosting and tiwtng with
The last steps consIsts or apply- to college life. The Veteran
solutions and tools contained in ing the hair color rinse and se- Club sponsors various social fur
kits found at cosmetic counters tting your hair in the usual manctions and service PNjtlcts ca:
everywhere.
ner.
,.
year. Meetings are hel1 at 6:3
Coeds are doing it themselves
The result is "a new you 1 every Tuesdly night.
and helping thefi friends In the
dorms obtains this ''new look".
Psi Chi's Rush Meeting
The directions are simple, the
Set for Tomorrow Night
process is fun, and the results..
Well, why not try It for yourself?
Psi Chi, b<lnora.ry psycholog
The contents or the fro~
fraternley, will hold a rush me
kit includes all the necessary
Any Murray state coedcanjoin
eting tomorrow nigllt in roon
tools such as lightening powder the Gymnastics Club, according 653 ~ the Education Bldg., ac
and &Olution and mixing bowl to Miss Margaret Doyle, advisor. cording to fraterniey presiden
Students arc not required to be
and step-by-step directions.
Begin by vigorously brushing taking a gymnastics class in Marilyn King.
The special guest will be :
your hair to get rid or the ex- order to join.
Those who would like to take speaker from a mental healt'
cess hair spray and on, Brush
clinic. All psychology majors an•
straight back from the forehead gymnastics through the club or minors are invited to attend an•
for several minutes.
those who would like to work- sign up for pledgeship, accord
Then take a strand of hair out after a gymnastics class may ing to the Psi Chi president
behind the ear one-half inch in do so by joining.
Refreshmerts wIll be served
width and one-fourth inch in lenThe club meets on Monday
gth to use as a"tester.
and Wednesday at 3:30 till 5:00
Use this strand to determine p. m. and Friday at 2:30 till
the number or minutes ft takes 5:00p.m.
to obtain the desired color Cor
At pre sent there are only eight
your hair. This is done by wet- girls who are ready Cor competting a tissue, removing the paste ition, bat Miss Dayle expects
solution from the strand and there to be more soon.
then replad~ the paste.
Place a plastic cap on the CALL ...
head and pull the amount or hair
that you wish to be frosted through
the tiny holes. For a heavy frost,
pull hair through every other
hole; for a medium tnuch, every
three or four holes; and Cor
753-8922
a light frost, every five or six
holes.
After this process Is complete, apply the paste solution
over the entire head and then
place the heatirw cap on the
head.

Gymnastic Club Open
To Any Coed •· Doyle

TIP AND FROST .•• Berbera John11Dn, a.nton, ilfJoldnl Dleryl Brvwn'shelr
with one of tht new frosting kiu. Single &trends of hair art pulled through 1
plaltic CliP like tht one shown.

Fillies Final Routine
Slated for March 1

The Fillies arc now preparlng ror their final performance
~ the season. The girls will
march at half-time during the
Murray-Western basketballgame
on March 1.

During half-time of the Murray
-Morehead game Monday, the
drill team performed a Charleston number and an acrobatic
number with dance steps. Flapper
outfits in variOUli bright colors
with matching pom-poms highlighted a pom-pom routine performed to "Hang 'Em High".
Jamla Mortenson, in a solo
performance, danced a Hula ~
ce. Her costume was one worn
by island native:..
Gold-sequined mesh worn over
royal blue leotards will be donned by the F illies in their dance
number featuring umbrellas on
March 1. Following that number
will be a routine done to "The
Pink Panther'' In cat costumes.

Janlia Mortenson, Lucretia
McClelllley,
Debbie Spalding,
Christine stepowany, andJeannie
Lewis will participate in a special dance routine.
The Fillies' final dance will
be a standard kick line. Afterwards The Outstanding Flllie will
be announced, and a Mlss Congeniality will be chosen by members ot the driU team.
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SCOTT'S DRUGS
SCOTT'SDOWNTOWN

SHALIMAR

The Blue Mist

BAND

Holland

Drugs

or and

As Seen In Seventeen

Garland's Lazy-days
Blazer Tunic
Very long on good looks (if you know what we mean).
Our cotton knit tunic •.• in tune with today's tempo. Try a
belt for a change of waist or just let it flow into the flare
legs below. In bright, right colorings ... one of the many
sunny looks of Garland.

·coNGRATULATIONS SIGMA NU!

LITTLETON'S
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SOCIAL WHIR L:

Social Light Focuses on Males During Fraternity 'Rush'
BY VICKI RUSSELL
OPEN HOUSES
Sigma Nu fraternity held an
open house Wednesday to celebrate the beginning or their Centennial.
Also Wednesday, Alpha Tau
Omega fraternity held an open
house from 9 until 5 p.m. at
their house on 16th Street.
Sigma ChJ social fraternity
held an open house last Thursday.
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternit;y
is having an open house today
from 7 until 9 at their room
behind Swann Hall.
Tomorrow there will be an
open house from 2 until 6 p.m.
at the Kappa Alpha fraternity
house on Main Street.
LAMBDA CHI DANCE
The Lambda Chis held a closed rush dance at the Karate
Club downtown Saturday night.
Playing for the dance were the
Summertime Blues.
ATO DAr\CE
A dance !or the Alpha Tau
Omegas and rushees was held
at the Fez Club Feb. 7.
SlG EPS
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
held a rush dance Friday at
the Woodman of the World Hall.
The Summertime Blues played.

SIGMA CHI DANCE
ENGAGEMENTS
Sigma Chi fraternity held a
GIBSO!Ii-LABEEF
closed rush dance Feb. 7 in PaNancy Gibson, Carbondale, Til.,
ducah at the Ritz Hotel. The
to Barry Labeef (Tau Kappa EpMoxies provided the music,
silon) Fulton, N. Y.
TKE DANCE
TAYLOR-COLE
Tau Kappa Epsilon social fraTrtxle Taylor, Russellville, to
ternity will have Its annual Patty Murphy dance Saturday night Bill Cole, Flemington, N.J.
KIEGLEY -HOLSHOUSER
at the Women' s Club House beAnne Klegley (Alpha Omicron
ginning at 8. The Corduroy ByPi), Panama Canal Zone, to
pass will play.
Tony Holshouser, Paducah.
Me REYNOL.OO.RILEY
PiKA PARTIES
Charlotte McReynolds, MayThere will be a closed rush
party tonight at the Woodmen field, to John B. Riley, Sedalia.
BRAMF,EDMONSTON
or the World Hall from 8 until
Nancy Brame, Hopkinsville, to
11. Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
is havlilg this "Casino Party". Mike Edmonston, Enfield, Til.
H£."\001\-McALISTEB
The Pikes are also having a
Anita Hendon, Murray,
to
"Pajama Party" Saturday night
McAlister,
Colmbus,
at the same location. The Sho~ Jerry
Ohio.
~ Bag will provide the music,
HAYES-STELLATO
PINf\1l\GS
Anne Hayes, Waterveliet, N.Y.,
Jeannie Seal, Louisville, to to Jerry Stellato (Tau Kappa EpHansen Williams (Pi Kappa Al- silon), Waterveliet, N.Y.
BRYANT-BRADLEY
pha), Hopldnsvllle.
Judy Bryant (Alpha Omicron
Dorothy Hamilton (SlgmaSigma Sigma), Tolu, to Kenny Pi), Louisville, to Mike BradHamm (Pi Kappa Alpha), Padu- Icy (Sigma Phi Epsilon), Chicago, Ill.
cah.
BERRY-INGRASSIA
Sheryl Garrott (Sigma Sigma
Catherine Berry, Murray, to
Sigma), Mayfield, to Dale Wilson (Alpha Tau Omega), Tona- Mtchaellngrassla, Hillside, N.J.
YOUNG-GROGAN
wanda, N.Y.
Lynn Young c:;tgma Sigma SigKathy Rayburn c:;Igma Sigma
Sigma), Murray, to Phil Jones ma), Paducah, to Gary Grogan
(Pi Kappa Alpha), Frankfort,
(Alpha Tau Omega), Murray.

MARRIAGFS

GORDO:-i-LEA
Margaret Anne Gordon, Nashville, to Kenneth Lea, Nashville.
YOUNGERMAN-TIDWELL
Mary Youngerman <Sigma Sigma Sigma), Murray, to Rick Tidwell (Pi Kappa Alpha), Murray.
NOBLE-DUKES
Cathy Noble, Paducah, to Dennis Dukes (Tau Kappa Epsilon),
Hoopeston, 111.
JACKSON-KNAPP
Patsy Jackson, Murray, to
Greg Knapp, (Tau Kappa EpsilBRODI~DEMEYF.R
Mary Brodie, Owensboro, to on). Crystal Beach, Canada,
Jimmy DeMeyer (Sigma Chi),
Fulton.
GODSEA-LAW
Donna Godsea (Alpha Omicron
Pi), Louisville, to Sid Law (Alpha Omicron _.Pl), Chattanooga,
Tenn.
.FREER-OAKLEY
Jackie Freer (AlJila Omicron
Pi), Sturgis, to Ken Oakley (Sig.
rna Chi), Cadiz.
CASEY-SHERRILL
Barbara Casey (Sigma Sigma
Sigma), New Albany, Ind., to
Billy Sherrlll (Pi Kappa Alpha),
Paducah.
ELLIOTT-HAMM
Doris Elllott (Alpha Omicron
Pi), Wingo, to Jerry Hamm
(Pi Kappa Alpha), Wingo.
JACOBS-LLOYD
Janie Jacobs <Sigma Sigma
Sigma), Princeton, to Tom Lloyd
c:;tgma Chl), Marlon.
PEEBLFS-HOUSDEN
Janie
Peebles, Murray, to
Sammie Housden (Sigmn Chi),
Murray.

JUNGLE
GARDENIA
Holland
Drugs

W 5Y:does

apeifect size7
lookperfect

on/y2lda~

eveifmontfi?

~.

It has nothing to do with
calories. It's a special
female weight gain ...
caused by temporary
water-weight build-up.
Oh, you 1\now ... that
uncomfortable full
. feeling that sneaks up
on you the week before
your menstrual period.
This fluid retention not
only plays havoc with
your looks but how
you feel as well.
(It puts pressure on
delicate nerves and
tissues, which can lead
to pre-menstrual
cramps and headaches,
leaves emotions on edge.)
That's why so
many women take P AMPRIN®.
It gently relieves water-weight gain ·
to help prevent pre-menstrual puffiness,
tension, and pressure-caused cramps.
•l

-

l

P AMPRIN makes sure a perfect
size 7 never looks less than perfect.
Nor feels less than perfect, either.

'fJJ..a.CL
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KDO Hears Sturm Heads
Dr. Lowry
Spring Tekes
In Ceremony

Kay Pinkley

Kay Pinkley to Represent
Murray at Laurel Festival
Kay Pinkley, a pert brunette

Carolyn Coryell, last year's
from Murray, has been named
representative
to the contest, won
MSU's representative ln the annual Mountain Laurel Qleen Con- the state crown.
test to be held at Pikevllle ln

Dr. C. S. Lowry, professor
emeritus of Murray State University, was the featured speaker durlng the installation pro~rtam
for new members of
the Murray State chapter of Kappa Delta Omicron Feb. 9.
In his address entitled "Leadership and College Life," Dr.
Lowry developed a comparison
of the tribal chieftain or boss
who ls concerned with meting
out justice and the leader who
seeks after righteousness.
"Justice is backward-looking,
whlle righteousness Is forwardlooking," said Dr. Lowry, who
was Introduced by KDO President Tom Mayberry as "the legend of Murray State/'
Formed on the Murray State
campus last year, Kappa Delta
Omicron Is a society for the recognition of outsandlng scholarship and leadership of upperclassmen. The organization expects to petition to be admitted
to Omicron Delta Kappa. national
leadership society soon.
Installed ckuing the meeting
were Larry Beth, Joe Day, J.
D. Rayburn, Max Russell, Benjamln Humphrey and R. L. Benson, associate professor ot ag.
riculture.

Phil Strum, a senior rrom Hayti, Mo., hasbeennamcdpresldent
ot Tau Kappa ~silon social f'l'atemJty for the spring semester.
He is a journalism major and
a psychology minor.
Danny
Other officers are:
Gardner, vice-president; Jerry
Stellato, secretary; Randy ~
manski, treasurer; Rich Hopkins, historian; Bob Platt, chaplain; John Hovnyak, sergeantat-arms; and John McCormick,
pledge trainer.

.

Phil Sturm

Miss Pinkley, a sophomore
phsyclal education major, represented Alpha Omicron Pi Social sorority in the contest.
Ste was selected from 27 coeds
on the basts of beauty, poise,
and personality in the Jan. 21
contest.
Carol Anderson, Paducah, was
chosen first runner-up; Sa.r a Jo
Wood, Greenville, and Cheryl
Gibbs, Paducah were named alternates.
Judges rorthecontest were ~lr.
Kenneth Wells, Mayfield, Mrs.
Charles Mercer, Murray, and
Mro. Carroll Hubbard, Mayfield.

One century or established and
honored traditions was celebrated this past week by the men
of Sigma Nu fraternity, In recognition of the organization's
tOoth birthday.
Activities of Sigma Nu Centennial Week, which ended today,
were highlighted by a banquet and
dance Saturday co-sponsored by
the Sugma Nus at Murray and
Kentucky Wesleyan.
President Harry M, SparKs,
guest speaker at the banquet. was
awarded a plaque In recognition of
his first 100 days In office which
ended on Sigma t\u's 100th birthday.
Other activities Included open
houses, dances, and church services.
Founded in 1869 at Virglnia
Military Institute, Sigma Nu bas
grown to include 143 active chapters and over 100,000 initiates
in the United states and Canada
making It the ruth laraestnational
fraternity.
On January 1, 1869, three men
-James Frank Hopkins, James
Mcllvane Riley, and Greenfield
Quarles -under the ~dence of
the president of the academy met
to form an organl2ation owoslng
hazing and kid stuff in the corps.
Adopting the name, Legion otHonor, the organization sought toadvance the principles of love, honor and truth.
Two years later the name was
changed to the ~rteek designation
Slgma Nu and a badge symbolic
ol the French Legion of Honor,
the highest military award in
France, was designed for members of the organization.
Today, Sigma Nu remains the
first and foremost honor fraternity in which every action is
determined by whether lt ta gentlemanly, manly, and honorable.

Swlnging
into Spnng
with the
pretttest
look around:
the suit with
the femmme touch.
From the
Parfait Separates:
In Pink Ice,
Green Ice. or
Turquoise Ice
of 93% rayon/
7% silk, bonded .
Sizes 3-15.
Cardigan jacket $20.00
Flip pleat skirt

$15.00
Eyelet trimmed
jabot blouse $12.00
In white.
50% polyester I
50% cotton.

Jucl,y Koch has been elected
president oC tho Dames Club for
the spring semester.
Other <ificers are: Janice Carmon. vice-president; Barb GwaJt.
ncy, secretary; Nancy Willis, recording secretary; Dor~ ~
ier, treasurer; Jeanne Barthol<>mew, program chairman; Elli
Persiani, c<>-program chairman;
Dana Hill, publicity chairman;
Ju<tt Beaven. c<>-publicity chairman; and Linda Myhill, parliamentarian.
The first regular meeting will
be held Tuesday at 7:30 in the
SUB cafeteria.
Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer will
be a guest at this meeting. Sbe
will demonstrate the art of making Clowers out or burlap.

SHALIMAR

May.

Sigma Nu's
Mark lOOth
Anniversary

Dames Club Elects
Judy Koch President
For Spring Semester

Like
non-plussmg
the international
set with
their offhand
elegance.
The look
shown here comes
on so rich it gets
invited everywhere
that's anywhere.
From the
Parfait Separates:
In Pink Ice, Green
Ice. or Turquoise
Ice of 93% rayon /
7% silk. bonded .
Sizes 3 ·15.
Sleeveless
jacket $17.00
Flared pant

$15.00

-

Ruffled collar
blouse $12.00
In pink, green
turquoise. or
white, of
65% Kodel/
35% cotton .

Holland
Drugs
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Scott Selected Kiwanis
1968 Man of the Year

Off-Campus Training

To Start Tomorrow

Mr. Arlie Scott, a naHve or He has hold office or been a
Onton, has been named "Man member or the board of direcof the Year for 1968" by the tors every year but one since
The fourth Murray State offThe topics to be discussed inthe club was formed in 1961.
campus semester for the train- clude: Management philosll!hy· Murray Kiwanis Club.
Mr. Scott, an assodate proHe was presient of the MurIng of managers and supervisory what management is; decisio~
ray
club in 1964 and ts curfessor
or
agriculture
at
Murpersonnel in area industry and and how they are made· mobusinesses will begin tomorrow tivation and leadership; ~nder ray State, is a charter member rently sta~ his third term as
secretary. Mr. Scott has onerenight at Paducah Community Col- standing one another; discipline ot the Murray Kiwanis Club. cord
in the club of which he
lege.
in organizations; the management
is very proud - he has had
More than 250 West Kentuck- of change; employee develperfect
attendance all seven
ians, employed in either mana- opment; management in Ute fuyears he has been a member
gerial or supervisory capacities ture; and, management in pracof the club.
with private enterprises, have tice.
A graduate of the University
completed Ute specialized, 10or Kentucky in 1948, Mr. Scott
Classes w11l be conducted in
week training program to date
Cadets Gary L. Harris, Hick- ~s a member or the UK chamaccording to Dr. Clifford L. Eu~ Room S 112 at the Paducah school
pion livestock judging team at
banks, chairman of the Depart- each Thursday evening, begin- man, and Bruce W. Francis
Princeton,
have been named the International Livestock Judment or Management at Murray ning at 6:30p.m.
ging Slow in Chicago in 1947.
"Cadets ol the Week."
State, who is in charge.
The registration fee ls $50
Harris, a freshman majoring in !-Ie also earned a M. s. degree
He is assisted by Mr. Delbert Honchul, Mr. Eugene Burn per person for Ute 10-week business, was selected from the m animal nutrition at the Uni·
versity of Kentucky in 1949.
and Mr. Eugene Flood, all De- course, and participants can re- Cirst battalion.
Since that time he has been
Francis, a sophomore mljorpartment of Management facul- gister up to the meeting of the
ing in pbysicaJ education, was a member of the Murray state
ty members at Ute University. first class on February 20.
department specchosen by the second battalion. ~!culture
Both cadets were selected for ~ahzing in animal sc iencc. He
advisor to Alpha
their outstanding military ap- IS faculty
pearance and bearing out oC Gamma Rho fraternity, the MSU
approximately eight hundred cad- Agriculture Club, and the MSU
ets. The al\·ard, accordingtoCol. Agriculture Alumni Association.
E!f. W. Birdsong, professor of He Is also secretary or the Al!>ha Gamma Rho Alumni Assoc''Our goals were not only to military science, is one oC the
Results Crom three experi- evaluate the availability' or the highest honors which can be ach- Iation, Inc.
ments at Murray State indicate essential phosphorus, but also ieved by a cadet in the ROTC
deOuorinated rock phosphate to to determine its most erticient program.
The cadets were presented the
be a more economical and equally reeding level," he said.
etricient source or suwlemental
Results of Ute Murray State "Cadet of the Week" ribbon,
phosphorus in hog finishing ra- tests, he added, compare very which remains in their personal
Mr. Larrie Clark, professor
tions than many sources for the favorably in rate of gain and possession. Future selections
ingredient generally used today. feed etriciency \\1th those of ani- would entitle them to wear a of music, was scheduled to preThe experiments, designed to mals fed an established source cluster on the ribbon for each sent the program and sing at
the Association For Childhood
evaluate the availability of more of phosphorus generally used by time chosen.
Education meeting yesterday aceconomical sources or Ute feed. manufacturers, that or dicording to Joyce Wooton, presinutrient and spanning a one-year calcmm phosphate.
dent of the club.
period, were financed largely
The mineral constltuenbl found
through a $4,000 research grant in the bones or the tested hogs
provided by the Borden Chemi- also were quite similar to those
cal Company, Norfolk, Va.
found in the animals deriving
In charge of the research work their phosphorus needs from a
has been. Dr. Charles Chaney, di-calclum phosphate source he
an assocJAte professor of agri- said,
'
culture and a doctoral graduate of
Dr. Chaney will present the
the University ol Kentucky.
University's results next week
He ~s been auisted by Van at a convention of Ute SouUtern
Futrell, Murray. Futrell is a Agriculture Workers in Mobile
graduate student at the Univer- Ala., in a paper dealing with th~
Harris
sity and a graduate of the Uni- experiment.
Francis
versity of Tennessee. His thesis for his mastcr•s degree at
Murray State was based on he
au~lemental phosphorus study.
Phosphorus is an essential
constituent to every living cell in
the human body as well as in animals," Dr. Chaney pointed out
"and lt is found in the greatest
concentration In bone struc-

2 Kentuckians Named
'Cadet of the Week'
By Advanced Corps

Chaney Heads Research
On Essential Phosphorus

Clark Gives Program
For ACE Members

TV Movie Will Show
The Problems Facing
University Graduates
What happens when the restless graduate, intent on doing his
own thing, gets lured into the
business scene'? An upcoming
television play wUl dig into this
problem with unusual candor.
"The Experiment," coming up
Feb. 25 on CBS Playhouse shows
a science PhD arriving at a medium-sized company thathaspromised him a fully equipped lab
and the freedom to do his work
~s he wants. Soon, management
ts concentrating its attention on
his appearance and his living arrangement with his girl.
M. K. Douglas, 24-year-oldson
<?f Kirk Douglas, makes his debut as the young scientist. Barry
Sullivan plays the head of the company.
The author, Ellen Violett, who
wrote her first TV play in 1950,
says she got the idea for "The
Experiment" when visiting her
nephew, a sl'iencc PhD at Stanford University.
The sponsor of the program
~enct·al Telephone & ElectroO:
tcs, follows a strict policy of
keeping hands off all CBS Pln,yhouse scripts. Ironically, the
company recently ran a two-page
recruiting ad in LiCe headed "no
you have to give up your td~nticy
to make it In a big corporation?"

Having a
DANCE ?
SEE AD
ON PAGE 13

or on

PALACE DRIVE-IN

Big Hamburger Steak

ture."
Rations commonly developed
for livestock feeding - particularly those developed for hogs
- consistently test deficient in
this essential element, he said.
The three experiments involved a total ol 108 hogs with
several groups being {~::<1 Ute
ingredient - de11uorinated rock
phosphate at graded levels.

Seven Art Students
Exhibit Class Work
Drawings rrom the Art 102
and 204 classes are presently
on exhibit on the third noor c(
the Fine Arts Eldg.
Uln Hrown represents the 1U4l
class. students in the 204 class
whose works are on display include Mike Kirk, Julie studes
Emily Smith, Tom Grimerly'
Herman Ralph, and Ann Ludwig:

"It's Char-Broiled"
with
Cole Slaw, French Fries & Hot Rolls

Regular $ll' Seller

Special99c
Wed. - Thurs. - Fri.

. FEB. 19-21

THE PALACE DRIVE-IN
753·7992

FOR QUALITY UNSURPASSED. • •

•
OlE BOD MAB'111lZ111i
117 South 4th

East Side of Square

Take culottes and lots of stripes ...
for any instance
And you11 have a real neat trick going and coming back
Garland handles the wrap culotte ever 50 deftly In deni~
••• knits a vineyard stripe turtle in pure cotton. A chic look
-another specialty of the house of Garland.

LITTLETON'S

Local Lady
Will Teach
Journalism

SPLATI ••• One of the dangers of ci'Otling campua when there ha been a
snowfall is beingettacked, end then hit with a lwge, cold, wet ball of mush. Three

members of Sigma Sigma Sigma social JOrority era -king a snowy revenge on
one of their friend'- They are (from left to right) Bonnie Jarbo, JoAnn Thomas,
and ShlfVI Garrott.

Vinson to Head Local
Century Club Drive
Organizational plans for the
third annual Ccn1ury Club drive
of the Murray state University
Alumni Association were laid at
a meeting or the executive board
Jan. 25.
Mr. Mancil Vinson, director of
alumni affairs at the university
and association secretary, said
chairmen will be designated to
work in cotmties and districts in
two or three states. The Century Club is composed ofindividuals andbusincssesdonatlng$100
or more to tho association.
"Our action was the first step
in the development of a total
CUnd-raising program to improve
and e>.-pand the scholarship and
disti!1guishC<I professor programs sponsored by the associatlon," he added.
A total of fourteen $500 seller

helps to attract outstanding students to Murray state and to
provide Western Kentucky industiJ· and business with a wealth
or talented graduates," Mr. Vinson noted.
In other action, the20-member
board authorizedthedevelopment
oC a set or guidelines for all seller
larshlps and approved a resolution recommending to the board
of regents thatthemainthoroughfare to the newathletic-ecademic
complex and Roy Stewart Football Stadium be named in honor
of Gilbert Graves, the only varsity athlete ever fatally injured
in competition at Murray State.
lie died of football in)lrles in
1924.
The Alunmi Association will
work with a citizens committee
to erect a placpe in Graves' hon-

PART OR
FULL TIME WORK
FOR ADDED INCOME
WE SECURE LOCATIONS
Reliable man or woman
wanted as distributor in this
area to service route for
NATIONAL ADVERTISED
ALKA-SELTZER, ANACIN,
B UFFERIN, and BAYER
ASPIRINS sold through our
latest modern vending
machine in handy plastic pill
boxes. Dealerships now being
established and appointed
upon our acceptance. WiU not
interfere with your present
employment, as locations can
be serviced evenings or
weekends, collect and refill
machines. EARNING
POTENTIAL $450.00 a
month, or more depending on
size o( route. THIS is a
M U L TI·MILLION DOLLAR
A YEAR BUSINESS. Cash
Investment of $1,900.00 to
$3,410.00 Is required, also a
good car and 5 to 10 spare
hours a week. If you can meet
these requirements and cash
investment, and are sincerely
Interested In a fast repeat
• business of your own then
WRITE giving Name, Address,
and Telephone Number, for
local personal interview with a
Company Representative.
HEADACHE· BAR
VENDORS CORP.
7578 Olive Blvd.
University City,
Missouri 63130

Mrs. Clara W. Humphrey, Murray, has been named a part..time
instructor in journalism, according to Dr. L,J, Hortin, chairman
or the journalism department.
1\trs. Humphrey has been teaching EnglishatMurrayHighSchool
for the past 13 years. She also
spon~;ors The mack and Gold,
the high school's newspaper.
"We are delighted to have
~trs. Humphi-ey join our starr on
a part time basis," said Dr.
Hortin.
"She has had fine training,
both here and at the University
oC .Missouri and the University
11 Minnesota. She has had splendid professional experience, and
I am sure her students will profit from her experience."
She received a bachelo1·'s ~
gree in journalism from the University of Missouri in 1943, and
holds a master c:i arts degree
in education from 1\ISU. She has
also done graduate work in communlcations at the Universizy 11
Minnesota,
Work with the LouisvilleCourier-Journal and Times, the Farson and Huff Advertising Agency, c:i LouisvUle, and the Maylield Messenger are among her
proCessional experiences.
She also edited the Scenic South magazine In Louisville before returning to Murray where,
in 1948, she was instrumental in
organizing radio station WNBS.
Mrs. Humphrey is tho wile or
Mr. Morris llumphrey, who is a
soil scientist Cor the United statcs government. She has one
daughter, Ann Griffin, who is a
· sophomore at MSU, a stcpda.ughter, fl:ancy, who is a graduate
or MSU, and a stepson, Beniie,
who is a pre-med student at

Three Murray state students
have recently assumed leadership posltions in the Kentucky
Federation of Conservative students of America. Adrian Miller, junior, Mayfield, has taken
over as the new state chairman:
Missy Burkholder, freshman,
Louisville, has assumed the position of secretary-treasurer;
and Steve Hamrick, freshman,
Murray, is the new public relations director. othal Smith, a former Murray State student now at
the U.K. Law School is the state
vice-chairman. The state Federation consists of eight o!Clces.
According to Miller, there now
is a Chapter of CSA at Murray.
"The purpose of the KFC SA and
the various chapters is to make
available to students and instructors conservative literature, to
bring conservative speakers to
the various college campuses and
to educate the public in the conservative philosophy. We are not
only political conservatives but
we as students deplore the radical tactics being employed on many campuses today by revoluntionary-inspired lett-wing organizations. We are not so naive
as to say that our educational
system is perfect. We realize

GM
..... . .

I

that some things should be changed. But we deplore the Idea o
taking over our schools and bum·
ing down our couhtry to do lt.' ·
The
Murray
State CSt
club hopes to sponsor a seminar on the fallacies of Com·
munism later on this semester.
Also, plans are in Ute rnakin[
to bring Phillip Abbott Luce, ar
ex-communist and former New·
Lofist. to Murray State to speall
on Communist aggression in th<

u.s. today.

There will be a meeting 01
the Murray state Conservative~
Students of Amerlca at 7:30p.m.
tonight in Room 1 of the ~B.

COME TO

CHUCK'S
MUSIC
CENTER
for CAR TAPES

HOT "CHOW"
from the

CHOW HOUND
operat ed exclusively
by college students

; :;=======================

.o~r~al=o~ng~tl~te~dr;;i;.vc~.C::""'~:::'':':'A:::lli~1~ur;r~&J;'an;d~\~V1;·1~1gr;a;d;ua;te:;ln;J~une;:_·

larships
were awarded
fresh- r
men students
for the to196&-69
school yearbytheAlumni.\ssociatton. Students are recommended
by high school. counselors and
principals
on Ulc bases of
scholarship and leadership.
The $500 distinguished profes-sor award Is presented each
spring at the annual alumni ban(J.ICt to a faculcy member at Murray State. Past winners have been
Dr. C. S. Lowery, Dr. Liza
Spann, Dr. Max Carman and Mrs.
Evelyn Linn Albrittcn.
Mr. Vinson said applications
for student scholarships for the
next school year mu:sl be in by
March 15.
"Through its scholarship program, the tUurnni Association

Three Students Selected
CSA federation Leaders

rst, keeps us first. 'f\9 Camaro Sport Coup<•, "The Huncr"

Ut:U ~ItoQ

Most of the cars that arc competitive wilh Chevrolets are clamoring for you to buy them now.
Big deal. (You hope.)
Chevrolet. offers something even bet.Ler than hope.
Many popular items are priced le!~S than a year ago.
Such as Powerglide and large VS's. Head restraints
are now standard. New advanced-design power disc
brakes are priced over a third less than our power disc
brakes were last year.
So we're offering a '69 Camaro Sport Coupe for less

'

money than lost year.
$147.oo• less if you equip it with the new 350-cu.-in.
250-hp VB (as compared with last year's 327-cu.-in.
275-hp Eight), the Powerglide and power disc brakes,
whitewalls and wheel covers.
Help us deflate inilation.
Show up at your Chevrolet dealer's Showdown.
You'll win.
-H(U.f'(/ on munufact""'''""IIR<!Bitd N'latl.,.p.r..
it~to-1
l11dJ<IftnR f•dflf1l Uti!H? laJt and IU~
dmkr ltW: cur P~P<Uution cJaa~.

iij!i:ll:"1 • {eJ441
•-•

--••

Value Showdown:

$147.00 less than
last yearS Camaro with
com rable equi ment.
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SHOP IGA FOR

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
U.S. CHOICE

IGA

CHUCK ROAST

LB.

45c Aluminum Foil
5
$1 OO
C
69 Tuna
3 I.
99C
49.c ~ ~ omato Juice
29C
25FT. ROLLSFOR

U.S. CHOICE

!DEL MONTE

SWISS STEAK

LB.

6

MATCHLESS

OZ. CANS FOR

DEL MONTE

.BACON.

LB.

•

STORE MADE

HAM SALADS

8 OZ. CUPS

.

49~

46 OZ. CAN

KRAFT GRAPE

Jelly, Jam,
Preserves

~

3

$1
OO
59C
BAR-8-Q CHICKEN
c ce Milk , 43c
Snow Drift 59c Lettuce 19 Open 24 hours a
STORE MADE

LB.

18 OZ. JARS FOR

IGA

3LB. CAN

FRESH

HEAD

day 6 days
a weeH

/

IGA

Fruit Cocktail Carrots

4

NO. 303 CANS

89C

CciiSup

I'

,

20 OZ. BOTTLE

29

DEL MONTE

.Pineapple

.3
I

N0. 2CANS

1 LB. BAG

· c Celery

2

STALKS

FLORIDA

$1° 0

Oranges
DOZ.

GALLON

9c

29C

Open Midnight Sunday,
Close Midnight Saturday.

Jim Adams
IGA
remenber, it's the total
on the tape that counts!

We Sell
39c Money Orders

.
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VIRDEN. YOUNG STA R:

Intramural
Basketball
In Full Swing

Racers Edge Morehead in Overtime, 91-89
When they talk about the
greatest basketball games ever
played at Murray State, Monday
night ' s encounter with the
Morehead .Eagles is sure to come
up in the conversation.
·
It took the Racers an overtime
period to do it as Jimmy Young
sank two free throws with :06 left
to clinch a 91-89 victory.
As the buzzer sounded ending
the thrilling game the fans poured
out on the hardcourt and carried
Young and Claude Virden off in a
victory celebration.
Virden fouled out with 3 :40
left in the second half and the
Racers holding a seven point
edge. But Virden had already
scored 32 points. In an amazing
display of shooting accuracy
Virden hit on 13 of 16 shots from
the floor and six for six from the
free throw line.
WIth Virden out the Eagles
were able to chop away at the
Murray lead and a bl!cket by Ron
Gathright put the visitors on top
by one with : 361eft to play.
Thirteen seconds later Hector
Blondett fouled out and the
Eagles' Danny Cornett missed the
first free throw but sank the
second to give Morehead a two
point lead.
After a Murray time out Ron
Romani drove in for a layup and
tied the game with :09 1eft.
Cornett put in a final shot but it

was too late and Murray was m
their second overtime of the

season.
Morehead scored first in the
overtime but Jim Stocks came
back to tie the score for the
Racers. A basket by Gathright
put the Eagles back in the lead
with 3:25 left. Then Ron
Johnson drove in for a layup to
tie the score. It was the
seventeenth time the score was
tied.
Morehead then went into a
freeze and controled the ball
from 1:41 left to :08 left when
the Racers stole the ball.
Young was fouled with :06
left and sank both free throws to
break the tie and vault the Racers
· to their tenth win in conference
play against only two losses.
The Murray cagers shot an
incredible 60.4 per cent from the
Ooor while the Eagles shot 47.9
per cent. The Racers also had the
edge at the charity line shooting
82 per cent to 54 per cent for the
visitors.
The Racers lost the battle of
the boards , 45-36, as Lamar
Green pulled down 16 stray
shots.
Virden's 32 points lead all
scorers. Other Racers in double
figures were Young with 14, " BIG CAT" FO R TWO •. • Ron "Big Cat" Jo hnson obvioully d id not lttempt
Johnson with 12, and Sticks with this shot in the overtime period of Mo nday n ight's game. ThethrH other players
in the picture had all fouled out by thlt time.
12.

VIRDEN L EADS RALLY:

Intramural basketball plckec
up pace with the start of the se
cond semester. In the £rateml~
league, first round action wa~
concluded this week.
Sigma Pi defeated Sigma Pit
Epsilon, and will meet Sigtru
Chi this week, Pikes were de
Ceated on a last second shot b~
Earl Stevens to give Kappa Al
pha the victory.
Lambda Chi Alpha defeatec
AGR
but was defeated b~
Sigma ~u. steve Larson hit tw1
clutch free throws to put Sigm;
Nu ahead by three point wiUt 1:
seconds left. Lambda Chi the1
scored two points and got th•
ball with two seconds left whe1
Sigma Nu was unable to thro\
the ball in,
The baU was thrown in to Bo
Bogle and he shot but missed
He was fouled in the act o!shoot
ing however. Bogle was unabletJ
coMect on either free thro\
and the buzzer sounded givil'\1
Sigma 1\u the win by one point
In the sorority action, AOP;
defeated Alma Phi Omega anc
Alpha Gamma Delta deteatec
the Allila Sigma Alpha team.
- In other action, the Detera
iners defeated the Football
and the Shadows or the night wor
Mile Relay Team Wins
a forfeit from the Tireless Tef.
Those two winners will mee1
At Mason-Dixon Games
this week along with the GGE
The Murray State tract• team playing the Mod Squad and the
had good luck and bad luck last Nomads playing the IndependSaturday night at the Mason· Dixon ents.
creased the lead to three with :35 Games in Louisville.
len.
The good luck came to the mile
Then Frank Streety, whose relay team and Darrell Remole;
sharp passes and fine floor play the bad luck came to Tommie ·
sparked the Racers, intercepted Turner.
a pass and reed to Blondett for
The relay team of Larry Colean easy layup.
man, Al Hicks, LecRoy McGinnis, and Turner won the ColleCarmichael added a basket with giate Mile Relay in a time of
:12 left but the Racers control· 3:18.9, Remote placed third in
ed the ball the remainder of the the Kentucldana Mile with a time
game Cor a 62-59 wln.
of 4:18.1.
Turner, however, had a bad
Virden was helped out byBlo~
dett's 14 points, eight by John- break in the 60Q..yard dash as he
son, seven by Stocks, four by was bowled over by another ~
Jim Young and two by Streety. ner ln the rtrst turn or the
race.
The Murray bench once again
played an important part ln the
victory. Stocks' seven points
came in key situations in the game
and Streety' s passes and floor
play set up many buckets for the
Racers up front.
1

te--.

Racers Top Tough Tech, 62~59
The Racers had to come £rom
behind to do it, but a rally in the
final 6:00 of play netted the Mur·
ray cagers a close 62·59 win
over the Golden Eagles of Tennessee Tech.
Coupled with Western's 85·77
overtime loss to Eastern, the
Racers took undisputed first
place in the tight OVC race.
The win was the Racers' tenth
in their last 11 games and put
their season mark at an im.
presslve 18-4.
The Racers Cell behind early in
the game and had trouble crack·
ing a tough 1·3-1 zone by the
home team.
Art Bosnack at 7-0 and Ketchel
Strauss at S.7 kept tho Murray
cagers away from the boards
most of the game.
The Racers were never able to
get going ln the first half and
trailed 33-28 at intermissioo.
The Murrayans shot a poor 41.4
per cent from the floor the first
half, but finished the game with
45 per cent while the Golden
Eagles hit on only 41.5 per cent
of their shots.
Tech increased their lead to
nine points (39..30) early in the
second half and it appeared that
the Racers were going to suffer
their tenth defeat at Cook·
ville in the last 11 games.
But the Racers were not ready
to call it qulta and came charg·
1ng back. With 5:54 left Jim
Stocks put in a bucket and wa
fouled on the play. He sank the
tree throw to knot the game at
51·51.
One minute later Claude Vir·
den fired in a jump shot to give
the Racers their first lead of

!EJ;ti·

the game. Virden played another
outstanding game as he led all
scorers with 27 poins.
A lay.up by Don Funneman i~
creased the lead to four. Virden
sandwiched In a bucket between
two by the Golden Eagles' John
Carmichael and the score was
57--53 with 3:25 left to play.
A basket by Frank Bartleson
and two Cree throws by Strauss
tied the score at 57 all with
2:24 left.
With 1:46 Strauss fouled out
and joined teammate Bosnack on
the bench also with five fouls.
Then the Racers were able to
even the height advantage.

A bucket by Virden put the
Racers back in the lead and
a foul shot bv Ron Johnson m.

WESTSIDE
BABlER

SHOP

104 R. 15th

COLLEGE SHOP

CLEARANCE
SALE3

COLLEGE CAROUSEL BOOK STORE

ANNUAL SALE

1

Ceramic Ware

~\\ IIJI\

Glassware
Drinking Mugs

'"

Classes

OFF - WINTER SPORTS COATS

JO..t
1J

~.

Steins
etc.
105 N. 6TH STREET

641 Saper SheD

Tires, Tubes, Batteries, Accessories
Open & a. m. to Midnight
''College Business Appreciated"
753-9131
Murray, Ky.

I

l OFF - WINTER SUITS
TURTLE NECKS · Buy One and
Get 2nd for SOc
STAY-PRESS SPORTS SHIRTS
Reg. ·ssoo - Now s2·00
STAY-PRESS SHIRTS
Buy One - 2nd for SOc
Table of STAY-PRESS PANTS
Values to S1000
One Pair · s& or 2 for stooo

BUY NOW · SAVE

' ....
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LUTHER DISPUTES BASKET:

Racers Beat Wildcats
With Balanced Attack

Western Edges Racers, 84-82
In one or the most contraversial basketball games played
by any team thisseasontheWe3tern Kentucky Hilltoppers downed
the Racers 84-82 on a last second
tip in by Wayne Bright.
Played Feb. 3 at Bowling
Green, the win put the Hillt~
pers temporarily ln first place
in the OVC race.
Tbe Racers tied the game at
82 all with six seconds lett when
Hector Blondett tossed in two
free throws.
Western called time out to set
up their final play. After the time
out Jerome Perry tossed the ball
ln bounds to ·c larence Glover.
The ball bounced off Glover's
knee but he retrieved it and
fired a 25 foot jump shot. It
missed and so did a tip in by
Jim Rose, but Bright tipped the
ball in and the Hilltoppcrs won.
Coach Cal Luther claimed that
Br.ight' s basket was after the
horn had sounded but the referee
said the basket was good and
time was not out.
Bright himself said, "I thought
time had alreaey run out. It
seemed like it took so long."
An oddity to the final bucket
by Bright was that he was playing only because of a mistake
in the official book.
With 2:24 left 7-0 Jim McDaniels picked up his fourth foul
but the official book said it was
his fifth.
The HiUtoppers coach, Johnny
Oldham, put liP a good argument
but the ~icial book is the final
word, even though it appeaved
incorrect.
The play c1 Claude Virden and
Blondett 11fset the play c1 McDaniels and a tip in by Bondett
gave the Murra.Y cagers a 2~17
lead with 11:30 left in the half,
A bucket byJlmstocksgavethe
Racers their biggest margin
or the night, nine points, with
6:51 lett in the halt.
McDaniels led a HllltO{>J;)er
charge in the final minutes ofthe
·nrst half and a 25 root shot at
the buzzer by Rich Hendricks
out the Murra.Y margin to one
at the halt.
Virden and Blondett led the inspired team in the first half
with 13 and 14 points respectively. Virden finished the game
with 28 points, Blondett had 18,
and Ron Johnson chipped in with
17 key points.
Virden scored the Racers'first
nine points in the second halt
but the Hilltoppers kept pace
and still trailed by a point with
16:20 lett.
The game was tied lOtimesand
the lead changed hands seven
times,
Tbe game continued to be nip
and tuck until Rose scored for
Western to give them a six-point

Jan 25 the Racers took time

out from their hectic OVC play

TOP 0' THE HI LL . ,. Murray's(;enter Ro n Johnson (40) outjumpedWestem's
Jim McDaniels at the opening tipoff in Murray's narrow 84·821osson "The HiK"
Feb. 3. and he -nt on to play an outstanding game ege1nst the seven-foot
scoring machine of the Hilltoppen. Western CiJIMI to Murray Marc~ 1 for •
return engagement bet_, the two arch·rivel echools - end the two prvotmen.

The Hllltoppers shot 56.5from
lead with only forty seven seconds
the floor while the Murrayans
lett.
The Racers did not !all under shot an even 50 per cent. Westpressure
but
rather kept ern also won the battle or the
their cool and came right boards, 36-29.
From the free-throw line. Ule
back.
Don Funneman tossed in two Racers hit on 20 ot 24 attempts
Cree throws with :43 lett, John- while Ule Hilltoppers hit on 14
son hit two from the charity line c:i 20 attempts.
with :19 left and Blondettdumped
The Racers will get another
in two free throws with just crack at the highly publicized
Hllltoppers March 1 here.
:06lef't.
But luck was not with the
The way the conference race
Racers in Bowling Green and is shaping liP. it might just be
Bright's disputed basket gave the the game to decide the title and
Hllltoppers undisputedfirstplace the berth in the NCAA tournament.
in the conference.

Track Team Takes Meet,
12 Events at Ball State
The Racer trackmen won a triangular meet at Ball State Feb. 8,
with a score c:i 881h to Ball state's
74 and Taylor University's S1h,
Murra.Y won l2 of the 16events
and swept the top four places in
the 60 yard dash and the 300 yard
dash. A Murray state record was
· the
al so b ro ken b y Tlm Spar ks m
, ,.
shot put with a throw of 48 9 •
LecRoy McGirmis Jed the way
in the 60. wirmlng with a time c1
06.2. He was followed by Ed
Hearn, Larry Coleman and Randy
Smith, in that order.
In tbe 300-yard dash Tommy
Turner won with a :31.8 effort.

University Inn

to take on the Louisiana Wildcats from Pineville, La. The
Murray cagers had an easy time
in capturing their eleventh homo
victory and romped to a 94-70
victory.
The Racers employed a wellbalanced scoring attack with six
playel' s scoring in double figures.
All twelve Racerssawactionwith
10 of them getting in the
scoring column.
Once again the leader was
Claude Virden. The 6-5 forward
poured in 18 points and gathered
ln 12 rebounds.
A lso hitting in double figures
were Hector Blondett with 13,
Ron Johnson with 12, Jim stocks
and Jim Young each hitting ror
11, and Frank streety scoring
10.
Both teams had trouble getting
their attacks going. A bucket by
the Wlldcats put them in the
lead 12-11 with 12:14 left in the
half.
But then Virden hit for five
points and Stocks for seven quick
ones and the Racers bad a 2~12
lead with 9:56 lett in the half.
The Racers continued to
dominate . the game with Cine
shooting and strong rebounding
and had a 4~31 lead at the
halt.
Eight points in the opening
minutes ot the second half upped
the Murray margin to 20 points
(51-31).
Coach Cal Luther substituted
freely most c1 the second halt
and gave valuable playing experience to his players on the bench.
In addition to the fine play
c1 reserves Streety and stocks,
Gary Wilson and Gary steverson
each scored six points.
A

Ed Smith and Coleman tied for
second, and Hearn finished in a
tie for fourth.
Turner also won the 44~yard
dash and anchored the winning
mile rela.v team ol Coleman, Al
Hicks, and McGinnis.
Don stout and Smith won two
events
winning
thed
. each:
and Stout
the tr•
·
1ong Jump
1p1eJumpan
Smith both hurdle events.

bucket

valuable reserve, Ron Romani,
gave the Racers their biggest
margin c1 the night. 30 points,
with 1:18 lett to play.
The Wildcats scored the final
six points to cut the final margin to 94-70.
The Mw:ray cagers hit on 48
per cent ot their shots from
the floor while the visitors hit
at a 39 per cent clip, The Hacers
also won the battle c1 the boards,
55-49.

HE MADE IT ..• F- r d Cleude
Virdert (30) of Murray (;Ontinued his
fine all·round play wit h 18 points and
12 rebounds in the Racers' 94·70
victory over Louisiana College Jan. 25,
going up end over a Wildcat defender
for these two points.

by yet anotller

Arledge, Estes Lead
Rifle Team Over UK

For All Your Travel
Needs See

~~LAN1)S

Murray
state• s rifle team
downed the University of Kentucky
at Lexington Saturday 1394 to
1363.
Leading the Murray marksmen
were Bob Arle~e and Roger Estes. Both fired 281. Bill Beard
fired 281, Torn Harrington 'l'l7,
and Rhonda Rothrock 276.

TBYEL ADINCI'
127 South Seventh Street
Phone 247·1289
No one can serve you better!
No charge for our services. Get
your air tickets from us.

. .::;:,::~;,::..:.:.;:_:;::::::::::::::::::::=========:;-1

r

B

u
y

MEAL TICKET
$ll 00 Value· $10° 0

ABETTER GASOLINE · FOR LESS
W. MAIN.&7th ST. MURRAY

Student, Facuity Discount

4

T1J Any Of Our Tasty Foods
LARGE SELECTION

Plate Lunches -Short Orders
QUICK SERVICE
6 A.M. · 11 P. M.
MON. - SAT.

ACROSS FROM
WELLS HALL

SAVE

STAMPS

FOR FREE GASOLINE

DINERS:

m
CLUB

ALL CIGARETTES 25e
OPEN 24 HOURS
IAYFILD · PARIS · BENTOI
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STEIN'S LINES:

JOHNSON SCORES 22 POINTS:

Cal Luther, 2 Captains
Provide Racers' Drive
By LEE STEIN
The Ohio Valley Conference
has long been due for natlona 1
recognition, but it Is a sad commentary when the recognition
finally received is in a negative
approach (at least for U1e Western Kentucky Hilltoppers).
I am referring to Basketball's
Week in the Feb. 17 issue of
Sports Illustrated. It seems the
national magazine agrees with
Coach Cal Luther's contention
that Western scored the final
basket of the game after time
had run out.
Due to the laws concerning the
reproduction of the material without permission, 1 am unable to
quote the piece.
But I recommend it as reading for every Murray ran as well
as the Western funs. The Hilltoppers might have won the game
but Sports Illustrated as well
as the Murray Cans certainly
seem to question the legitimacy
of that win.
The next time the Racers are
in Sports Illustrated I believe
it will not be for a disp.~ted
game but rather the Racers' chances in the first round of the
NCAA tournament at Carbondale, Ill.

-------

Back in the 195G-51 season the
Murray cagers finished with a 216 record and won the OVC title.
There is a good chance the Racers will have their best record
since then this season.
The 1968-69 edition of the Racers do .not have the best tal·
ent in the league. Now don' t
think 1 am !mocking our team;
read on my friends.
Coach Luther has a way of getting his team up Cor every game
and getting the most out of every
player. This rare talent alone
has been responsible Cor many
of the Murray victories this season,
Loosening his tie, flinging his
coat o!l in disgust, and violently
yelling at the officials are just
minor tactics employed by the
Murray mentor.
It is in the practice "sessions
and in the huddles during time
outs that the Murray coach really
achieves the psychological effects needed to decide those close
ball games.
The Racersdohavcagoodclub,
too. Even the best coach can't
make a winner out ofa team withrut talent. Claude Virden is the
acknowledged leader of the
Racers. He is the man the players turn to !or the key baskets.
There is no doubt Virden will
make the OVC team. If the Rae-

ers win the tiUe, Virden will
probably be the OVC player of
the year as well.
Virdon's nice and easy style
may cause some fans not to take
special notice of him at Clrst..
But after watching the Murray
ace in action a couple of times,
even a Western fan would have
to admit Virden is good ••• very
good.
Virden's deadly jump shot from
anywhere on the court has made
him the team's top scorer. Not
afraid to mix under the boards,
the Murray forward also is the
rebmmding leader of the club.
The only other letterman starting for the Racers is Don Fun·
neman. Like Virden, Funneman
does not impress the average
spectator at first. This is bocause he is not a shooter; defense is his forte.
The Racers rely heavily on
their defense and Funneman is
the player that leads the Racers
tn that department. Always assigned the task of covering a
high-scoring guard, Funneman
usually holds his man under his
season average.
Against East Tennessee the
Racers' standout guard held Harley Swift to 14 points. Swift
was able to get off only four
shots the entire second half.
Virden and Funneman are eocaotains of the Racers and both
are only juniors. Both or them
would like to be in the NCAA
tournament and with their leadership they might just lead the
Racers to post season play the
next two years.
Next week I will talk about
the other players that have had
a big hand in the Racers' suecess this season. They include
three sochornores, Hector Blondett, Ron Johnson. and Jimmy
Y~, as well as the most valuable sixth man in the conference, Jim Stocks.

Organization at Murray State
reached an all time low Saturday night before the game with
Eastern Kentucky. The rans waited tor the playing of the Star
Spangled Banner before thegame
but there was no band; not even
a tape recording.

Colonels Fall to Racers, 80-78
The Racers played inspired
ball for the first half but had to
struggle in the final 20 minutes
to defeat the Eastern Kentucky
Colonels 80-78 Saturday night.
Ron Johnson led the Racers
in the first hal.£ and enabled the
Murray cagers to take a 41-30
lead at intermission.
The Murray center blocked
shots, controlcd the boards, and
scored 13 points in the first 20
minutes or play, Johnson finished
the game with 22 points and 13
rebounds. He hit on eight of nine
shots from the field,
Led by Johnson and Claude
Virden on offense and a stout
defense led by Don Funneman,
the Racers jumped off to a 1914 lead with 9:49 left in the half,
Two buckets by Johnson, one
by Virden, and a free throw by
Hector Rlondett increased the
Racers' margin to 26-14. The
ltaccrs continued to dominate
the play and a basket by Jim
Stocks gave the home team their
biggest lead ot the night, 16
points, with :50 lett in the half.
The Colonels scored sixpoints
in the last :40 to cut the lead
to 11 at the hal.£,
Eastern's guards, Bobby Washington and Toke Coleman, sparked the Colonels in the second
halC as they cut the Murray margin to four (46-42) with 16:04
left. The Colonels kept chopping
away at the Murray lead and cut
the margin to two with 11:13
left.
A jumper by Jim Young brought
the Racers' lead back up to six
but the Colonels came roaring
back.
A tip ln by Coleman
vaulted the visitors in the lead,
Virden scored, Eastern SCOI'ed and Jim Stocks scored to put
the Racers on top for good
(69-68) with 6:00 lett.
The Racers then rattled off
nine points to none for the Colonels. With 1:00 len the Murray
cagers had a 10 point lead and
the fans took up the chant" We're
number one".
With :13 lett the Racers had
an eight point lead but the Colonels staged a desperate rally
and almost ,llllled off an upset,
Wlllie Woods scored with
:06 left and was fouled on the
play. He purposely missed the
free throw and Coleman grabbed
tho ball, p.~t it tn the basket
and was fouled too.
He also purposely missed the
free throw and Chester Rose got
the rebound and scored to cut

the Murray margin to two with points and set up numerou:
only :03 left..
scores for his teammates.
The only other Racers in dou
Johnson played his nnestgame
of the season and was the main ble figures was dependablt
factor in the Racers' win. An- Claude Virden with 23 points
other important man for the Ra- Virden p.~lled down 12 rebounds
cers was Frank "Speedy,. Johnson 13 and Bloodett 14 at
Streety. Given a starting as- the Racers won the battle o
signment, Streety scored 10 the boards so-40.

HERO HECTOR .•• Recer Hector Blonden not only mlde a brilliant save on this
stray ball -as he kept it from going out of bounds by flipping it to a teammatebut he also led the Thoroughbreds with 14 big rebounds and lidded seven points
In the clutch 80-78 victory over Eastern S.turday night. Eastern players •e
Willie Woods (left), and Carl Greenfield.

KAPPA ALPHA ORDER
OPEN HOUSE
1315 Main Street
Thursday, February 20
9 a.m. · 9 p.m.

Everyone Invited

When the flag was finally rats- . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. .
ed the crowd was certainly confused. Some people laughed, some
)1st stood there in disbelief. But
everyone agreed the omission
or our National Anthem was sad,
very sad indeed.

GRAHAM-JACKSON
The Complete Men's Store

New Spring Merchandise
if she doesn't
give it to you,
et it yourself

HAGGAR Slacks and Walking Shorts
JANTZEN & PURITAN Knit Shirts
JANTZEN Swim Trunks
BASS & BOSTONIAN Shoes
ARROW Shirts
CRICKETEER Sportcoats
LONDON FOG Jackets
4 14 MAIN ST REET

MURRAY, KY.
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Racers Whip Middle;
Blondell Scores '0
Coach Cal Luther bas Mid
tlle Ra.cers must win on the road
to be contenders for the OVC
title and the Ra.cers did just that
Feb. 5 downing the Middle TennlS&ee Blue Raiders, 74-71.
The Racers Jed almost tbe
)ntire game but a closing rally
ry the Blue Raiders almost d&.;oured the Racers' route to the
title.
A tip in by Hector Blondett
~ve the vlsl.tlng Racers a tOpoint lead with a little more
•han 7:00 left to play. The Blue
Raiders quickly fought back and
knotted the score at 68 all with
.lbout three minutes left.
Claude Virden hit on two free
!:brows, Tom Brown scored for
'he home team, then Virden sc\JI'ed again to give the Racers a
two-point lead with 1:22 lett.
Blondett put in a tip in to increase the lead to four but the
~me was not over yet.
Willie Brown put in a basket,
>ut a charging foul on him nullIfied the bucket. With :28 left
lon Johnson fouled Art Polk.
Polk sank his first shot but
missed his second attempt. Johnson grabbed the rebound.
Virden missed a foul shot with
10 left and the Blue -Raiders

Frosh Down
All Stars,
Win 85-74
The Baby Racers, playing Moran' s All-Stars for the second
time this s eason on Jan. 25,
avenged one of their losses as
they won by the score oC 8574.
The freshman took command
'38l'ly and jumped out to a 1910 lead as Howard Davis scored two baskets in seven seconds
with 10:23 left in the first half.
Moran' s team came right back
to go ahead 33-32 on a 1Hoot
Jumper by W. C. Taylor with 1:47
:emainlng In the ball.
The AU-Stars held on to lead
37-35 at halftime.
The second half was nip and
.uck for the first ten minutes
lS the lead switched hands 9
IJmes.
The Baby Racers took the
lead for good on a tipoin by Ricblrd Cagle with 9:03 left. Mickey
\tcPberson followed with two
Jaskets to make the score
o4-59 and tho All-Stars never
:aught up.
Balanced scoring was the key
o the win for the !reshmen. Five
nen hit double figures. Howard
lavls led the way with 21, folowed by Cagle with 17, McCulough with 16, McPherson with 12
Jld Grant with 10.
Bill Chumbler and Tom Mo'&0 had 21 and 18, respectively,
or the losers.

captured tbe rebowld. With :02
left the borne team missed a
final shot and Johnson grabbed
this rebound to preserve the win.
Led by Blondett, who scored
27 points, the Ra.cers Jwn~Jed c:if
to a 19-11 lead only to have the
Blue Raiders fight back and tie
tbe score at 20 all.
The shooting ~ Virden and
Blondett brought the Murr ayans
back on top (37-30) but once again
the Blue Raiders rallied to trim
the margin to ooe (37-36) at the
hal!.
Polk, who led the home team
with 18 points, tallied to open
t he second half and put them
back on top by one.
Blondett scored to reverse the
lead, Polk hit again. and Fumeman put in a 12 footer to give
the Racers a one-point margin
once again.
The Racers increased their
lead to nine points with 10:47
left and kept a confortable lead
most ~the second halt.
With 4:36 left the Blue Raiders trimmed the margin to two
and then tied the game up.
Then came the hectic tlnal two
minutlls wben the Blue 'Rainders
tried to upset the Racers but
just couldn't quite make it. The
two rebQunds by Johnson in the
closing minute ended any Blue
Raider visions ~an upset.
Blondctt paced the nacorswith
27 points. Virden and Jolmson
both added 14 points, Streety
hit for six, Funneman for five,
and Jim Young and Jim stock
both put in four points.

Marksmen Place 2nd
In Three Team Meet
Murfa.y Sate's rifle team lost
to the International rlO.e section
of the United States Army (US.
AMnJ) but defeated the East
Tennessee marksmen in a meet
here at MurrayJan.25. TheArmy
unit fired 2885, Murray fired
2841, and East Tennessee fired
2806.
The USAMTU, which has been
responsible for winning more
than 88 per centotallmedalnron
in international ri.Jle competition
by the United states, featured
three shooters from the 1968
Olympic team.
Leading all shooter was Lt.
John Writer, USA..M11J, with 580
points. Lt. Writer won the silver
medal in the Olympics and missed
the gold medal by only one point.
Tbe Murray shooter were led
by Bob Arledge with 574 points.
Other Murray scores were Bill
Beard, 570; Ernie Vande Zande,
570; Bob Gustin, 568; and Roger
Estes, 562.

East Tennessee to Host
Racers Saturday Night
The Racers will make their
final road appearance of the
season Saturday nfgbt travelirw
to johnson City to battle the East
TeMessee Buccaneers.
Out of the race for the title,
the Bucs will try to spoil the
Racers bid for the crown. Lut
season the Bucs ended the Racers' title hopes with a 79-75 victory tn the playotc game.
On Jan. 13 the two teams
battled in Murray with the home
team winnlrw, 69-64. The Racers
led by only one at the half in that
game and had to play all~t
ball to down the Bucs by ftve.
Leading the East Tennessee
team wlll be 6-3 Har ley "Skeeter " Swift. The Bucs ar e touting
their senior guard as an AUAmerican candidate and a "can't
miss" player in pro ball.
Swift was held to only 14 points
in the first meeting between the
two teams. With Don Funneman
sticking on Swift like glue, he
was able to get off only four
shots in the second hal!.
After the Bucs• first nineteen games, Swift was averaging
20.3.
Alao starting for the Bucs
will be Mike Kretzer, a 6-6
.)Inlor. Kretzer led the &cs in

their playolf victory last season
and scored 15 points against
the Murrayans in the Jan, 13

Coed Track
Squad Opens
Trials Early

pme.
At the other forward spot will
be either Phil Williford or Worley Ward. Botta boys are tall and
extremely nJgged rebounders.
The center spot is held down
by 6-7 Bill Stri~er, a strong
rebounder and a good • hooter
from in close.
Teaming up with Swift at guard
will be either Gordon Gi.frord or
Gale Daniels. Both players are
averaging about six points a
game.
The Bucs always give the
Racers a good game and are especially tough on their home
court. The Racers will have to
stop the bot shooting of Harley
Swift to win the game.
Though the Bucs are not in the
race, they can have an important
part in deciding the winner. It
is hard to play any team on the
road and the Racers will have
to be mentally prepared as well
as pbysically prepared to down
Swift & Co. on their home court.

Spring Practice Starts
For Coed Tennis Tearn
Spring practice for Murray
state's women's tennis team got
under way Feb. 10 for the team's
seven returning members and
three new ones.
Be~nni~ their third s~aJI_o.n~t
intercollegiate•play, the ten coeds
practice every afternoon from
3:30 to 5:30. Team adviser Miss
Nita Graham, physical education
del)8rtment, says the team has
openings for more players.
Returning members are: Cindy
Almendinger and Carol stopper,
Cincinnati; Sally Bichoo, Paducah; Vicki Russell, Mayfield;
Carolyn Wells, Murray; Paula
Carbonell, Key West, Fla.; and
Vicki Thomas, Des Moines, Iowa.
New players include: Kay Carter, Vandalia, Ill.; Carole Harrison, Metropolis, Ill.; andSarah
Salee, Owensboro.
The present women's tennis
team schedule is:

Don Funneman

Ten members ~ MSU's lnt.ercolleglate women's track team
have started preparing for track
meet competition, according to
Mrs. Margaret Simmons, team
coach.
Practice sessions begin at 4
p. m. each Monday, Wednesday,
and T hursday in tbe Fieldhouse.
In March the girls will move
outside t o practice •
Nine ~the team members were
part~ lastyear'steam.Theonly
new coed Is Ernestine Murrel
of Louisville.
Other members include:
Ruth Bennett. Hazel; Debbie
Calhoun, Lynn Grove; Carla Coffey, Somerset; Sheila Har}ler,
Paducah; Lou Kimbrell, East
Prairie, Mo.; Linda Stegner, New
Carlisle, Ohio; Roberta Taylor,
Brockton, Mass.; Cherly Underwood, Fulton; and Pat Ward.
Owensboro.
Plans for the team include
attending the Indiare Relays in
Bloomington, Ind., and the Dogwood Relays in Knoxville, Tenn••
both in April. An outdoor invitational meet is also being scheduled with SoutOOrn Illinois State
University.
It the MSU team qualifies, it
may go to the National Track
Meet sponsored by the Division
~ GirJs' and Women's Sports
in May. Murray's team won the
Kentucky AAU Track Meet for
Women in June In Louisville.
At the JWliOr National Track
Meet for Women at Poplar Bluff,
Mo., last July, Pat Ward placed
fourth in the javelin throw. The
80~yard medley team was fifth
in its competition. Wlrmers in
this division set a new A merican record.

Clifford's Gulf Service

March 22, at Mississippi state
Women's College; April 1, at
Southern Illinois State University; April26, Southeast Missouri State College at home;April
29, at Memphis State Univeristy;
May 18, Memphis State University at home; and May 24,
at Southeast Missouri State College.

5 POINTS
Your Complete Car Senice Center
. BATTERIES
. NEW TIRES
• RECAPS
. RADIATOR HOSE FILTERS
. FAN BELTS
.WASH OR WAX
• LUBRICATION OIL CHANGES
. WHEEL BALANCING

FREE PICKUP & DRIVERY

WEDNESDAY
From 4 to 9:30
All The

.ShirleyFlorist

SPAGHETTI
You Can Eat·
For $l Reg•
$} 25

Dinner Includes
Chef's Salad
and Garlic Bread

Phone
753-3251
500

N. 4th St.

SOR RY, NO DELI VERIES ON SPECIA LS
DI XIELAND CENTER

CH ESTNUT ST .
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90-80, 86·56:

Racers Win 2 From Governors
The Murray State Racers added two important wins in OVC
pla,y by downing tho Governors
of Austin Pcay twice.
On Feb. 8 the Murray cagers
dumped the Govs 86-56 at Murray and one week before, Feb.
1, downed the Austin Peay cagers 90-80 at Clarksville.
The twin vlctodes gives the
Racers a 19-1 lead in the series.
Both games were billed as
a scoring duel between Claude
Virden and Howard Wright, both
juniors. Wright outscored the
Murray forward at Murray 2523, but Virden won the dual at
Clarksville, 25-19.
The Racers had little trouble
in handing the Govs the 86-56
setback Feb. 8. The Racers led
by as much as 36 points in the
closing minutes.
Shooting a hot 55 per cent
from the field, the Racers completely dominated the game in 1
every aspect. Virden and Hec· IT'S MY BALL • •• The expr. .io.. that mike Hector Blondett e fa¥orit. with
tor Blondett led the Murray char- the fans ere quite evident in this pic1ure as he lhereu grip o n the biN witll Aultln
ge in the Cirst half as the Ra- Peey's Larry Noble.
cers had a comfortable 11-point
lead (38-29) at the half time. by Don Funneman put the RaThe Racers continued their cers ahead to stay, 25-2a, w1tn
assault in the second half with 6:32 left in the first half.
The Racers upped their lead
nine Racers scoring in the gato 10 points but the Govs batme.
tled back to cut the margin to
The Baby Racers launched a
~rUng a 67-47 lead, the Rathree game road trip with a win
cers reeled off 15 straight poi- four at the half,
Using a well-balanced scoriJW over the Austin Peay £rosh on
nts to increase their margin
to 82-47 with 2:13 lett to play. attack the Racers maintained the- Feb. 1.
Thev then went to Bowling
Virden got his 25 points by ir lead the entire second half and
Green to talie on tho freshmen
hitting 8 of 12 from the field raied their lead to as many as
and 7 of 7 from the free throw 15 points on several occasions. or Western Kentucky and emerged
It was another good shooting victorious with a 78--68 win.
line. The 6-5 junior also pulled
down 13 rebounds to lead the night for the Racers as they hit Trailing at halftime by the score
on 38 or 75 attempts from the or 35-30, the Racers came oulrtlll-Racers in that department.
Other big scorers for the Ra- field for a 50.7 percentage. The ning to outscore the Toppers 4g;.
33 in the fmal 20 minutes.
cers were mondett with 20 Govs shot 43.8 per cent.
Virden paced the Racers wiUt
Superior rebounding and shootpoints, Ron Johnson with 14 points and 12 rebounds, and Jim 25 points. The second high point ing proved to be the difference
man for the Murrayans was Fun- as Murray outshot the WKU rrosb
Young with ejght points.
48 per cent to 33 per cent and
One week earlier the Murray neman with 18.
Blondett was close behind with out rebounded them 57 to 31.
men defeated the Govs by 10
17 points while Young had 15 and
Howard Davis led the scoring
points, 90-80.
Cor the Baby Racers with 16.
The game was Ued seven ti· Johnson chipped in with 12.
'llte Racers fell to Middle Tenmes until a 1 S.Coot jump shot
nessee at Murfreesboro, but
Coed Cage Tearn Opens
came home to down the Austin
Season With 3 Victories
Peay frosh 88-78.
Shooting a r~ot 54 per cent,
The Murray state Women's Inthe Baby Racers led virtuall,y
tercollegiate Basketball Team
Coach "Buddy" Hewitt has re- won its first three games of the the entire game, Balanced scori~ was a decl.aive factor as the
leased the spring golf schedule season last weekend.
Racers had seven men with nine
The team defeated Eastern,
or his linksmen. The Racers
have 11 matches set, starting 34-26, the University of Kentuc- points or more.
The freshmen lost their last
ky, 46-39, and the University of
March 6-7.
game to Paducah Community
Louisville, 27-25.
The schedule is:
The game with Louisvffie was College on Feb. 10, bringing
March 6-7, UniversityofSouthern Mississippi Invitational at close all the way, Tied with 10 their record to 11 wins against
Hattiesburg; April 2-5, Cape Co- seconds left to play, a foul on 8 losses for the season.
ral Invitational at Ft. Myers, Louisville sent Murray's Sle
Fla.; April 16, Southern Illinois Pine to the foul line for two
shots. She hit both shots to proat Carbondale,
April 22, Tennessee Tech at vide the final margin of victory.
The team relied on n stroog
Cookeville; April 26, Austin
Peay, here; April 26, Austin box zone for their defense.
Starters for the team are forPeay at Clarksville.
~lay 2-3, Murray State Unl- wards &le Pine and Kay Carter,
verslcy Invitational; May 9-10, rovers Pat Ward and Cheryl
Mid-South Collegiate Invitation· Underwood, and guards Cindy
al at Clarksville; May 12, Ten- Almendinger and Carla Coffey,
Approximately five games renessee Tech, here.
May 16-16, OVC Championship main on the schechJlP. ror thp,
Tournament at Bowling Green; team. The next contest is here
June 18-21, NCAA Championships with Southern Illinois Unlversit,y
on Thursday, Feb. 27.
at Colorado Springs, Colo.

Frosh Split 4 Games
Overall Record 11·8

Spring Golf Schedule
Announced by Hewitt

Track Team Shatters
6 Records at Purdue
The Murray State track team
set five school records, equalled
a sixth, and broke a Purdue
fieldhouse mark as they opened
their season with an outstanding
effort.
The cindermen lost the meet
wilh a score or 511h to Indiana's
73 and ooc-third and Purdue's
58, bul the score is not indicatlve or their per"ormance.
''
According to Coach Bfil cornell, "We did exceptionally well
considering we had only 18 men.
Indiana. had 38 and Purdue had
31."

yd. dash with a :,48.6 time and
Remole finished third in the 880
yd. run.
In
the two-mile run, Gary
Leighton turned in a 9:23.5 for
another school record.
The old high jump mark also
fell as Bobllargrovesclearedthe
bar at a height of 6-4.
• Tommie "T-Bird" Turner,
runner-up in the 1\:CAA 600-yard
dash in Detroit last year, broke
the old fieldhouse mark with a
time of 1:11.4 in his indoor
specialty.

Record breakers were numerous. Ed &nith led the assalt on
the record books, setting school record in the 70 yard low hurdies with a time or :08. 2, He
also equalled the MSU mark with
a time or :U8.!l in the 70 yard
high hurdles.

Other winners for the team
were Dave Hazelwood in the long
jump with a leap of 23-2lh and the
mUe relay team (LarryColeman,
Al Hicks, McGinnis, and Turner)
with a time of 3:17.1.
Turner anchored the relay
team with an outstanding time of
47.2 for the last leg.

LeeRoy McGinnis set a school
mark in the 300 yard dash with a
time or :30.8, and Darrell Remole set a new Murray record
in the mlle run with a time of
4:16.2.
McGinnis also won the 440

The other men to score for
Murray were Don Stout, third
in the long Jump and second in
the triple jump; and Doug Morris, who finished third in the
pole vault.

a

.--------------------~--.

~MURRAY

AUTO PARTS

605 M•ple St.

...

• MACHIRS SHOP
• RADIATOR SHOP
• COMPLETE LIRE OF
PARTS FOR
CARS, TRUCKS,
TRACTORS
Overnight Sevrice on P•rts Not in Stock
DAY PHONE

NIGHT PHONE

753-4424

753-2595

All Famous Name

Turtle Neck
Sweaters
and Knit Shirts

1JZ Price
The Stag Shop

Marine Service Station
W. MAIN ST. (ACROSS FROM DAIRY QUEEN)

Major OaaWy GasoUne al Special College Prices
Cigarelles

24c

Bulk Molor Oil . . 15c

We SeD AU Major Brands ol Motor OU

610 WEST MAIN STREET

J
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Regents Authorize
School of Fine Arts
Board of Regents has authorized the creation of a School of
Fine Arts, to include the music,
drama and art departments, effective July 1 of this year.
Tbe action, recommended by
President Harry M. ~rks at
a special meeting of the Board
Jan. 25 fulfills a promise he
made Dec. 11 to members of the
lhree departments during groundbreaking ceremonies for a new,
slx- stor.v addition to the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Bulldiqg,
Currently, the three departments are parts or the School of
Arts and Sciences.
Creation or the new School wW
bring to six those making up the
university's academic structure.
In addition to tbe School of Arts
and Sciences, the others are:
the school of business; Education; A~lted Selence and Technology; and, the Graduate School.
In other action. the Board: Accepted a guarantee bid on revenue bond anticipation notes totaling $900,000 to provde interim
ttnanclng and the awarding of a
construction contract !or a new,
six-story, classroom building on
the campus. The sale of consolidated educational building revenue bonds to finance the building, as well as two other major
construction projects onthecamp.as, has been delayed until mldAprD because of a moratorium
on construction bidding and necessary changes in some of the
final plans. The other two projects are the addition of the Fine
Arts Building and a $3,500,000
academic-ethletic complex.
-DJrected that the main thoroughfare provided for the new
academic-athletic complex, to be
constructed on the northeastern
cornet of the campus, be named
Gfibert Graves T>rive in honor
c1. the o!l}y Murray athlete to be
Catally injured on the football
field. Graves, a native of Murray, was a member of the school's first football :team in the
mid-1920's. The action, which
also Included erection o! a memorial pla(Jie, was recommended
by the University's Alumni Association.
- Named Mr. Robert McGaugbey, Hopkinsville, as ajournalism
instructor and advisor to the
University newspaper, The Murray &ate News, replacing Mr.
Lou Edmondson, who is be~
re-assigned. Mr. McGaugheywW
receive his master' a degree in
journalism at the University this

ber of the science faculty since
1930.
-Authorued arcbitectual planning of three more camp.as building projects; the construction of
a business services buDding; 100
additional apartments !or married student!;; and, a new Student Center estimated to cost
approximately $3,000,000.
-Approved remodeling plans
lor the too floor of the Administration Buildilli, estimated $50,
000, and the installation of an
elevator and additional lighting
in the University Library. an estimated expenditure or $150,000,
-Named Mr. Bobby McDowell,
Murray, as manager of the University bookstore, succeeding
Mr. T. Sledd, who will retire
February 28 after 17 years as
manager of the facUlty. McDowell has been asslstantmanagerot
tha store lor five years.
Mr. Sledd, 65, is widely-known
in Kentucky atheletic circles.
He offriciated at football games
across the state for more than
30 years before retiring from the
activity several years ago,
He also was (Jiartetback of
Murray's first football team in
1923.
The next meeting ol the Board
was set Cor Saturday, March 1.

'News' Adds Foreign Study Credits
New Column Given to Students ,Here
Of Events
A new ·c alendar of academic
events column will appear In the
next issue of"The News" according to Karl Harrtsson, _ editor.

is $750 whit:h Is llttle more tlln!l
the price or the round-trip airplane ticket. A down payme11t
or $100 Is required, and the
·r est oC the cost m.'ly be finall('cd,

Students can now study In London, Paris, Amsterdam, and Rome for summer school and r&celve credit at 'M&J, according
to Dr. T. Wayne Beasely, history
department.
Dr.. Beasley has been Invited
by the Foreign Study League
to participate in their tours to
E>Jrope this summer, and he
is planning to take m;my MSU
students with him.

SO Selects Morgan
Winner of $5 Prize

The p.arpose of the weekly
calendar wlll be to consolidate
numerous short news Items creating more added space for the
reporting of major news stories
and feature articles of a more
Students
interested in forprominent nature, as well as pro- efin study mv meet with Dr.
vide a standard column where Beasley Thursday, at 7:00 p.m.,
students can find meeting dates in 312 Wilson Hall.
and times quickly and easily,
The cost of the complete tour
The 'calendar' will contain
news items of an academic origin
only. All events of social nature
will be handled In the usual manner by the women's editor.
In order for this project to be
successful lt will be necessary
for every department on campus
to report their scheduled events
to the news editor before 5 p.m.
on Friday.

The best suggestions for the
months or December and January have been selected by the
Student Organization.
The suggestion selected for
December was Wt&lgned, but he
SO chose it anywa,y. It was in
favor or ellmina~ the signout ruling in the dormitories.

Roger L. Morgan won the January suggestion selection with
this idea:

AAUP Elects Parr
President For Spring,
Sets Up Committee

"Take the barbed wire off of
the fence around the Fine Arts
construction. If the renee is to
be left over the sidewalk on this
strlp, there should be room left
for students to Walk."

New o(licers cl. tbe A meriean Association cl University
ProCessors arc as follows: President, Dr. James A. Carr; vicepresident, Or. T. Wayne Beasley; secretary-treasurer, Dr. Freida Bradsher.

Morgan went on to add, "This
could be done by parking cars
parallel, about three feet !rom
the curb. Considering the time
that this area will be closed,
a little marking paint would not
be too expensive.••

Forms tor the reporting of
Recently a Committee on Facthese events can be obtained In ulty Responslblity for the Acadthe news omce, 111 Wilson Hall. emic Freedom 0( stu(lents was
named, lt consists of Dr. DonStudents are encouraged by a
ald W. WhiscnhW'd., chairman,
Dr. William Malone, and Dr. $5,00 prize from the SO for the
Jean Lorrah. This committee best suggestloo or each month.
was developed to benefit 8.I'IY
student who feels that his acad- SUB Post Office to Stay
ernie or civil Uberties have been Open During Noon Hour
abridged.
The Student Organization is must have. at least a 2.5 acadcA ... dent b 0 de 8 i
h0 uld
The post oCficc In the SUB
accep«applications for posl- mic average.
IIY •nU
w
res 8 com-~
contact
the members
cl.this
wIll now be open during the noon
tiona on the university DiscipPositions are available for mittee or the cl.!icers of the hour, according to Hal K. Kinglinary Committee, according to one man and one woman. The AAUP
ins, universfk• postmaster.
spencer Solomon, president.
final selection will be make by
·
""
The Board of Regents passed members of the university DisThe membership drive or the
"I have decided to do this Cor
a measure in November addinR: cipllnary Committee.
AA UP is presently under way. the benefit of the students," Mr.
two students, ln a nOI)ovoting
Applications must be turnl!d Any faculty member wishing to Klngins said ''after all, the Wll·
capacity, to the university com- in to the Student Government join should contact Dr. Betty versity is for the students."
mittee, The committee was or- ottiee in the SUB no later than Hinton, chairman of the mem'fhe new hours will be 8 a.m.
iglnally composed entirelyoCfac- 6 p.m. Tuesday.
bership committee.
to 4 p.m. on weekdays.
ulty members and is responsible
for examin~ student cases that
PROF ITS EXCEPTIONAL! REPEAT ORDERSI
appeal to the committee rather
than the student Judicial Board.
Represent us at MUITOy State. Sell our zippered Deluxe Travel &g!!. Studrnts, Fraternities,
Interested students should submit a letter of application to the
Sororities, Alumni, etc. Cwtomcr potential unlimited. Ptoin, or imprinted with your eo/lege
Student Government office, including q.~allfications and reaemblem. $1.00 retaiL Sellins to $tudents since 1952. Write: lloword ,.:ntcrpri1e1, lnf'. , 1'. 0.
sons for desiring to serve on the
committee.
Box .1807, Jforri.•burg, Pa. 171 OS
Applicants must have attained
junior or senior standing and

Two Positions Available
For New SO Committee

r-------------------------------------

June-

- Directed that the University's
new Science Building be named
tbe Walter E. Blackburn Science
Building ln honor cl. Dr. Walter
E. Blackburn, dean of the School
of Arts and Sciences, and a mem-

Two Murray Offices
Seek Photographers
The hunt lor ,Ptotograpbers is

MAKES AN ORD I NARY DAY SPECIAL!

I

MONDAY
f ive till nine
curb or carry·out

TUESDAY

I

WEDNESDAY

I

THURSDAY

five till nine dining room
curb
&
carry
out

five till nine
dining room only

'lfl,

It seems · photographers are
JCarce this year and the Shield
lnd Publlc Information Office are
n search talent.

or

The university photography
service is In need of two photop-aJilers with experience In tak~ and developing pictures, Interested atudents should contact
Wllson Wooley, universizy director of phoklgraphy, fourth floor,
A<1minlstration Bldg., and arra.'lge for an interview.
Tbe Shield Office is looking tor
• photographer with experience In
aking pictures. Interested stu:ents should contact Shield <>tree in basement of Wrather Hall
ny afternoon and bring samples
•f their work, according to Carlon Parker, editor.
•.--------------~
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Tell the
Salesman
"I Sclw II in
The Hewtr

J-BOY
BOX
69c

99c
Center cut ham
steak broiled
with Hawaiian

J-BOY
sandwich
french fries &
coleslaw
a regular $1 . 00 val11e

pineapple, served
with tossed salad,
Jnd french fries
a regular
S1 .55 value

'

SOUTH 12th STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

real Italian
sauce ladled on
tender spaghetti
served with a
tossed salad and
hot bread
a regula r
S 1. 15 va l ue......_~~~ --

~

Golden Fried

Chicken, served with
potatoes and tangy
coleslaw

